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Foreword
Following the successful OPTIMAX summer school

This book contains two parts, the first six chapters of

held in Salford, 2013 and Lisbon, 2014 we organized

this book shows the structure of organizing a summer

OPTIMAX2015 summer school in Groningen. Fifty

school like OPTIMAX. The second part contains the

three people participated, comprising PhD, MSc

oral papers in written format, in journal article style,

and BSc students as well as tutors from the five

and after editing they have been included within

European partners. Professional mix was drawn

this book. At the time editing this book, several of

from engineering, medical physics/ physics and

the experimental papers has been commenced

radiography. This summer school was hosted by the

development work in order to make them fit for

Hanze University of Applied Sciences Groningen in

submission to conferences.

the Netherlands. It was funded by the partners. Two
students from South Africa were invited by the Hanze

OPTIMAX 2015 Steering Committee

University and one additional student from the United

•	Buissink C, Department of Medical Imaging and
Radiation Therapy, Hanze University of Applied

Kingdom who was funded by Nuffield. The summer

Sciences, Groningen, The Netherlands

school comprised of lectures and group work in which

•	Hogg P, School of Health Sciences, University of

experimental research projects were conducted in five

Salford, Manchester, United Kingdom

teams. Team project focus varied, two concentrating

•	Lança L, Lisbon School of Health Technologie,

on CT reconstruction techniques and image quality,

Polytechnic Institute of Lisbon, Portugal

one on image quality high and low noise levels on DR

•	Sanderud A, Department of Life Sciences and

systems, one on reliability and validity of detecting
low dose radiation when using radiation detection

Health, Oslo and Akershus University College of

applications and devices for smartphones. And one

Applied Sciences, Oslo, Norway
•	Jorge J, Haute École de Santé Vaud – Filiè TRM,

about ultrasound validity and reliability measuring
rectus femoris muscle size. The summer school

University of Applied Sciences and Arts of

culminated in a poster market and conference,

Western Switzerland, Lausanne, Switzerland

in which each team presented a poster and oral
presentation on the conference.
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Part 1
Background information
used in supporting OPTIMAX 2015
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OPTIMAX: An overview
José Jorge1
1. Haute École de Santé Vaud – Filiè TRM, University of Applied Sciences and Arts of Western Switzerland,
Lausanne, Switzerland
Radiography students and practitioners’ skills in

Kingdom, within the European Union mobility and

optimising x-radiation dose and image quality are a

long life learning program Erasmus.

crucial scientific and professional aim for patients
and the profession of radiography. Radiographers are

OPTIMAX is open to BSc, MSc and PhD students

on the front line where point-of-care-decisions are

and we try not to have more than 50 students in

made about image quality and radiation dose in the

total. Typically at least seven tutors are full time

attainment of images that are fit for purpose. With this

within the summer school, and approximately 10-15

in mind, the OPTIMAX summer school represents an

additional tutors are involved too. Between 55 and

innovative holistic educational experience to develop

70 students and tutors participate in OPTIMAX per

and use strategies to optimise dose and image quality

annum. Despite OPTIMAX being aimed at optimising

within multicultural research teams.

x-radiation dose and image quality, it has always
been conceptualised in an interdisciplinary and

OPTIMAX is the name of our three week residential

multi professional environment. In this way, over

research summer school. It was initially organized

the years, OPTIMAX has drawn tutors and students

in 2013 in Manchester, United Kingdom and hosted

from several disciplines, including radiography,

by the University of Salford. Since then it has been

physics, engineering, ultrasound, nuclear medicine,

successfully hosted in 2014 by the Escola Superior de

psychology and occupational therapy.

Tecnologia da Saùde de Lisboa in Lisbon, Portugal
and Hanzehogeschool in 2015, Groningen in the

Preparation for each summer school commences

Netherlands. OPTIMAX was supported financially in

approximately 12 months before the residential

Salford and Lisbon by a grant dedicated to Intensive

component. On a monthly basis a steering committee,

Programs awarded by the British Council, United

from each partner institution, meets by Skype to
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prepare for the residential component. Preparation

valuable to find out about other cultures; it also plays

includes each partner university recruiting and

a crucial role in team building of each research groups

preparing their own students and also recruiting and

and moreover in development of the OPTIMAX spirit.

preparing their own tutors. Tutors and students need
to know a lot of detail about the summer school in

Conceptualisation and implementation of research,

order to make a decision on whether they wish to

teaching and learning activities needs organising

attend, and having made that decision to prepare for

well in advance of the residential component.

the summer school itself. When student and tutor

Essentially this resembles the planning of any taught

names are known from all partner universities they are

programme. Again this is a highly time consuming

assigned into multicultural teams (typically six). Each

activity, particularly for the host organisation. Planning

team has a permanently available tutor for the three

activities include:

week residential period and one permanently available

•	Booking laboratory and lecture rooms

tutor for the whole period oversees and organizes the

•	Booking tutorial rooms – each research team

event and acts as Principal Investigator for all pieces

needs one of these, with internet access and a

of research.

data projector/beamer
•	Ensuring that catering is available, as often

Socio-cultural events also need organizing and they

when the summer school is organised (August)

tend to be organized by the host university. This

university catering facilities might be closed

consists of organising Welcome and Farewell Parties

•	Ensuring all laboratory equipment is fully quality

for all attendees, to schedule visits of cultural and/

controlled, compliant with current legislation and

or professional interest according to local availability.

working within manufacturer specification

Organisation of socio-cultural activities are highly

•	Creating a suitable timetable, to include all activities

time consuming on the host organization; also a lot

•	Creating research questions and outline methods

of thought needs to be given to cost minimisation.

for the teams

As part of the cultural events, each country delivers a

•	Updating the tutor and student handbooks, and

PowerPoint presentation about their own country, their

an OPTIMAX visitor guide to the host city

university and also each tutor/student gives one slide

•	Creating computer accounts for students and

about themselves (eg hobbies). Each talk is left to the

tutors, and creating a virtual learning environment

Steering Committee member who brings along the

(eg Blackboard)

students to organise. The socio-cultural programme is

•	Other tasks, as required

9

The work placed onto the host organisation is

on research methods and statistics are provided to all

substantial and an organisation should not enter into

participants. Moreover and according to the research

hosting OPTIMAX without having though through

questions topics previously selected, some research

the resource (time/equipment/human) implications.

content specific lectures are given to all students and

It is also worth noting that the host steering

tutors - for example, physics and visual measures

committee member must have the full support of

of image quality. Also, training is given to students

their organisation and also they must have a team of

by host institutions’ librarians on literature searching

supportive people from their organisation prior to and

tools. Finally, tutor training on local radiation rules,

during the summer school. This team could comprise

equipment and software are provided.

technicians, administrators and academics; typically
5-10 host tutors would provide specific help at various

In the second week, team work time increases

stages.

and it is mainly dedicated to reviewing scientific
literature by means of journal and data collection

The residential component starts with a Welcome

realised according to the method established in

event, typically held on a Sunday evening. This is the

each group. In order to prepare for the last summer

first occasion that student and tutor group members

school week, lectures on scientific writing, scientific

meet each other. The lead tutor for each group should

paper production and scientific poster/conference

take on the responsibility of helping students get to

presentation is given. In week 2 all groups give an

know one another in this social event.

update presentation on progress of their research as
an oral presentation. It is also important to highlight

The residential programme commences with a

the role of the Principal Investigator too, as they

welcome lecture, which includes an overview of the

review each groups progress on a very regular (eg

whole three weeks. Normally this is delivered by

2-3 times a day) basis. Finally, statistical support is

a staff member from the host organisation. This is

offered throughout weeks 2 and 3 on a one to one

followed by lectures and group exercises on team

basis by an expert.

working and project management. This allows for
each group member to get to know one other, to

The third week is dedicated to completing data

define the role each one plays within the team work

acquisition, performing data analysis, writing a draft

as well as starting to plan the research tasks and

scientific paper, creating a scientific poster and

activities they will eventually perform. Also, lectures

creating PowerPoint slides for the final conference
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presentation. During the final Thursday assessment

On completion of the residential component the

of the draft scientific papers performed is done by the

Principal Investigator works with the first author

tutors regarding the draft paper. An overall mark is

tutor for each group to redraft/edit the articles and

assigned to each draft paper. Students also score one

abstracts to stage where they would be ready for

another for their contribution to team working. The

external review. Again this aspect of the work is

peer assessment is used to moderate the scientific

substantial. All co-authors (eg students) receive

paper mark for each student, based upon the

copies of the final conference abstract submissions

contribute they make.

and final scientific papers and are encouraged to
make comments. Once done the abstracts can be

A poster presentation session takes place on the

submitted to conferences and the scientific papers

final morning. In the final afternoon, the OPTIMAX

are sent out for external blinded peer review. The

conference takes place; here the PowerPoint

Principal Investigator and first author tutor for each

presentations are presented by the students. A

group revise the work accordingly.

maximum of 30 minutes per paper is allocated, to
include questions. All the conference papers are

In 2014 we produced a special issue of the scientific

scored by one tutor, and straight after each paper

journal Radiography [1] disseminating the research

this tutor presents to the other tutors what mark

work done during OPTIMAX 2013 in Manchester.

should be awarded and why. Seven ECTS is awarded

In this issue the steering committee wrote a Guest

to the participating students to OPTIMAX from the

Editorial explaining the OPTIMAX concept. The first

universities that use this system within their own

three articles [3, 4, and 5] are written by Salford

radiography curriculums the European Credit Transfer

University investigators involved in the residential

System.

component; these articles are based on lectures given
within the first residential week. The next five articles

Finally a Highlights Lecture is given by the Principal

[6, 7, 8, 9 and 10] communicate the experimental

Investigator and the Certificate of Attendance are

studies and main results conducted by each of the

awarded to all the participants. Those eligible for

six research groups. The two last articles [11 and 12]

ECTS are awarded formal notification about this at

ending this special issue assessed the educational

this stage.

and multicultural dimensions of this first edition of
OPTIMAX.
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Arising from OPTIMAX 2015 in Lisbon, we published
a book as open source with ISBN, making it free to
readers [2] in order to disseminate the research work.
On this occasion, each research group produced
two papers. The first paper focused on the literature
review related to the research study [13, 15, 17, 19, 21
and 23]. The second paper concerned the research
[14, 16, 18, 20, 22 and 24]. Five out of six of these
papers are directly related to the optimisation of
image quality and dose in X-ray medical imaging. The
sixth paper compares the interface pressure between
body and bed, for participants lying on two different
imaging surfaces being so the first OPTIMAX research
involving humans. [22].
For the three editions of OPTIMAX, abstracts were
submitted to the Annual European Congress of
Radiology in Vienna as well to national conferences
such as the United Kingdom Radiology Conference or
the Portuguese Radiographers Association Congress.
Almost 40 papers/posters, arising from OPTIMAX,
have been presented at these conferences over the
last 3 years.
Last but not the least, a final component of the
OPTIMAX summer school is marketing of the open
source book we produce. This can be achieved in
many ways, including encouraging journals to review
the book and publish those reviews such that people
are made aware of the book.
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Team and project management skills
Kitty Schillemans1 and Leslie Robinson2
1. Department of Medical Imaging and Radiation Therapy, Hanze University of Applied Sciences, Groningen,
The Netherlands
2. School of Health Sciences, University of Salford, Salford, UK
This chapter gives a description of the team and

personality types. By understanding one’s own

project management skills that were used during the

personality preferences and appreciating differences

OPTIMAX summer school of 2015. At the end of the 3

in the personality types of others, it is proposed

weeks the usefulness of these tools was evaluated by

individuals can become more accommodating to the

a questionnaire for all students and by a focus group

different characters and perspectives in a team.

discussion. The main results of this evaluation will be
discussed. Finally, suggestions will be made for the

On day 1 of the summer school, the facilitator started

2016 OPTIMAX summer school.

with an introduction to the four MBTI personality
dimensions of types: (1) Extraversion and Introversion

Activities preparing to work in teams

(E-I), (2) Sensing and Intuition (S-N), (3) Thinking

At the beginning of the course all students started

and Feeling (T-F), (4) Judging and Perceiving (J-P).

with teamwork sessions facilitated by one senior

Presentation of the theories and the associated

lecturer from a University in the UK. These sessions

exercises were taken from the slide share open

included diverse team-building activities, most of

source website and can be found here http://www.

which were informed by the Myers-Briggs Type

slideshare.net/malpascoe/mbti-team-dynamics

Indicator model (MBTI) (1). This model is based
on Carl Jung’s theory of personality types, which

After the introduction, the students carried out

proposes that people have an innate preference

exercises related to the four dimensions of the types.

for just one of the two dichotomous dimensions

Within each group one student led the discussion

associated with each of four personality types. In

and one observed the others. For determining the

combination, these four types provide 16 different

I-E split (i.e. the differences between types) within
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each group, the students discussed the subject “How

explorer, innovator, sculptor, curator, conductor or

individual members preferred to relax at the end of a

scientist. Descriptions can be found at http://www.

stressful week”. Characteristics in behaviour of the

teamtechnology.co.uk/workingoutyourteamrole2.htm (2)

E and I types were discussed afterwards. For the
S-N type split, the students had to look at a picture

Finally, students were asked to find out more about

and had to describe what they saw. Afterwards the

people within their own groups by drawing a flower;

interpretations and differences were discussed

points of common interest between the group

with the emphasis on the importance of looking

members were placed within the flower’s centre

from another’s perspective. To split the T-F type,

whilst each individual had their own ‘petal’ in which

the students had to discuss what to say to their

an interest unique to them was written.

partner/friend dressed in clothing inappropriate to
an occasion. The T’s are direct and focussing on

On the second day, the groups developed some

the outcome, while the F’s have an indirect, tactful

strategies to cope with potential risks to their own

approach. For the splitting of the J-P type the

group and project management skills. The session

students had to choose a spot between two extremes

was about managing the project and their team from a

on a line: “I can play any time” and “I have to get my

global perspective, not the specifics of their research

work done before I can play”, showing that individuals

design. The students were asked to demonstrate their

had different priorities with regard to play and work.

project management skills through the undertaking
of a small but fun task; dropping an egg from a

In this first part the students found out their own

height without it cracking. The 5 stages of project

personality type and in the second part they looked

management (initiate, plan, execute, monitor & control

at the personality types in their own teams and

and close) where then given with reference to the egg

considered what this might mean for how their team

task they had just completed. This is a standard model

would develop and would work together. They had

for project design from the Project Management Body

to make a type table of the different personality

of Knowledge (PMI 2008 4th edition) (3).

types in their team and had to note the team role
for the different personality types. This exercise

The initiate phase concerned defining scope: aims

used the Management Team Roles indicator (MTR-i),

and objectives; specifying outputs, identifying team

proposed as an extension to the MBTI model to align

roles and responsibilities creating ground rules, and

personality to team roles labelled: coach, crusader,

agreeing a work ethic.
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To evaluate the group’s potential the students

agree to do?) and processes (how will they conduct

undertook a SWOT analysis with strengths,

their business e.g. decision-making, expressing

weaknesses, opportunity’s and threats. The

opinions). When the grounds rules were described the

importance of communication was emphasised as

group had to choose a name for their team.

one of the most important factors to influence team
effectiveness. Spencer-Oatey (2008) (4) suggests

The plan stage was supported by asking the teams

that communication can be influenced by cultural

to complete a Project Gantt Chart. Resources,

differences in perceived power/hierarchy and by

especially time, were limited so students had to

social distance (in other words how friendly a person

identify exactly what would happen on each day of

is) between the group members. These can be

the three week project. A Gantt chart template was

particularly difficult to negotiate in a cross-cultural

provided for the students and included the 5 phases:

team where language and differences in cultural

initiate, plan, execute, monitor & control and close.

understanding of power and position can cause
misunderstandings to occur. These differences

The monitor and control phases were implemented

influence also whether one is true to their personality

through daily reflective team meetings, the outcome

type. Spencer-Oatey suggests that these problems

of which was captured on a reflective log sheet which

can be overcome by two processes: socialisation,

linked back to the Gantt chart to ensure each day’s

because getting to know one another makes it “ok”

set of activities had been carried out as per the plan.

to disagree and the setting of ground rules/contract,

Reflection did not just emphasise tasks but also

which establishes an expectation to disagree for

included a brief discussion about how well the team

learning. This theory has the assumption that “the

was working from an interactional perspective. A

team that plays together, stays together”. This implies

tutor was identified to oversee all teams to ensure

that challenging interactions are easier when your

they engaged in an effective and supportive manner.

friendships are secure and it is much easier to ask a

She undertook reflective discussions with the teams

favour of a friend than a stranger.

and facilitated a focus group discussion at the end
of week 3. She was also there to support the groups’

The groups had to construct their own team’s ground

tutors in managing any team difficulties.

rules, which were informed by their SWOT analysis in
which they should consider rights (what can everyone
expect from others), obligations (what must everyone
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Evaluation of the activities

students for working in teams the following were

Questionnaire

selected by more than 50% of the respondents:

A short evaluation questionnaire was designed to

identifying their MBTI personality role (n=18): egg

capture the students’ opinions about their preparation

exercise (n=17); identifying a team name (n=16);

for team working and project management. This was

allocating project roles to team members (n=14 and

administered to the student on the final day via the

creating group ground rules (n=13).

Bristol Online Survey tool (©University of Bristol).
Exercises that scored as less useful were exercises
The questionnaire first listed all the team-building and

that required more critical and/or analytical skills:

project management activities and asked the students

getting to know each other by drawing a flower (n=10);

to identify which had been useful. A number of open

MBTI personality splitting exercise (n=9) team SWOT

questions were then asked to elicit suggestions to

analysis and giving feedback (n=8); identifying ones

support team-work. These are captured in the table:

and others team member MBTI-role (n=6); project
planning using the GANTT chart (n=4).

However, it was piloted on one of the other
Suggestions for better preparation for team-working

programme tutors for comprehensibility.

were made by 4 students: teambuilding activities
The questionnaire link was emailed to all 31 student

like trust exercises (named by 2 students); a meeting

participants of the summer school. Twenty six

before Optimax starts and more activities like the

students completed the questionnaire (84%). Of the

egg exercise. Most of the other students stated that

activities that were identified as useful for preparing

no more exercises were required. One respondent

What other activity or activities might we have included to help you prepare to work in teams on
your project?
What other activity might we have included to help your team work during the summer school?
Do you think your teamwork was successful? (Students were asked to explain their answer)
Do you think your project was successful? (Students were asked to explain their answer)
Table 1 Open questions
about suggestions to support
team-work

Do you have any other comments about the activities we used to prepare and support you for
your teamwork?
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said that there were too many as these were time
consuming and another felt that being a radiographer
meant they were already equipped with team-working

Or the social element of working together:

“We had a great time”, “we had fun”

skills.
Other responses recognised the importance of
On the question, “which other activities might be

both social interaction and getting the task done,

included to help the teamwork during the summer

identifying the interaction between both these

school”, 12 students added suggestions, while the

elements:

majority found it sufficient. Nine students proposed
more teambuilding like paintballing (2 students),
dinner together, and hanging out together. Students
therefore felt team-building was best fostered through
socialisation. One student added this comment:

“The first evening when we had to go
into the city with the groups was a
really good start”
On the question “Do you think your teamwork was
successful?” 20 students (76.9%) answered yes and
6 students (12.1%) answered no. Students who were
positive generally gave responses which emphasised
either the ‘task’:

“I think we had a good balance. We
did not only work together but had
fun together. We always supported
one another”
Negative responses were about difficulties in
communication or the lack of team spirit.

“Some of us weren’t communicating
well with high stress level”
“The language barrier was difficult to
overcome”

“Good team spirit”, “equal division of “In smaller groups the group worked
labour”, “everybody did their part”,
fine, but all together fronts formed
“we finished our work in time”, “we
between cliques”
worked well and communicated well”
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Despite these reported difficulties by some team

four students consisted of two male and two female

members, all 26 respondents felt their project had

students. The focus group was led by the tutor

been successful. Many of the explanations for this

who undertook the group observations during the

referred to the team’s successful research outputs,

summer school and who was available for students

however other students acknowledged that working

and tutors to talk about problems occurring in the

well together was a measure of the project’s success

group process. The focus group discussion lasted
one hour, while notes were made by a student who

“I liked how we worked together and
i think everyone is happy with our
results”

participated in the organisation of Optimax. The data
were frequency analysed so that the most frequently
occurring comments comprised the discussion
reported below.

In terms of final suggestions about the preparation

The following points were mentioned which could be

activities, most students did not offer further

improved in the teamwork:

comments and felt what had been provided was fun
and sufficient. Three students thought they were

Group bonding

time-consuming and unnecessary. None of these

According to the students in the focus group, group

three students reported having communication or

bonding was not strong enough. They agreed that

work problems in their teams.

the group in general will work harder when group
bonding is strong. The students in the focus group

Focus Group

were positive about the possibility of learning more

At the end of the final day after the students had filled

about oneself and others by the group work at the

in the questionnaire, two students of each team were

start, but they would have liked more social activities

invited to join the focus group to discuss the topics

together, for instance every Friday when the work for

of the questionnaire. Of each group the chairman

that particular week had been done.

and one other volunteer were invited to participate.
In total, four students joined this discussion. Two

A strength of the summer school which motivates

teams were still busy with their project, while three

the students is the mix of nationalities. Students

teams were represented; two teams by the chairman

mentioned that they like to meet people from different

and one team by the chairman and a volunteer. The

countries. This could be promoted more according
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to the students. The male students thought that

better work delivery. One suggestion was to do

promoting the “fun” aspect would attract more male

some communication exercises to support the

students to follow the summer school. The female

communication within the group.

students had the impression that girls in general tend
to put more effort in the group work than boys. They

With regard to the MBTI personality types, a female

also supported a more relaxing environment.

student in the focus group was negative because she
felt fixed by the choices she had to make.

They all were positive about having an evaluation
every day, but this could have been more specific.
A way to do this could be to specify the behaviour
needed for good teamwork, like “listen carefully to
the ideas of other group members”, “talk in English
all the time”, “give enough information to the other
subgroups about what you’re working at”, “follow the
ground rules”, “efficient working” etc. This could be
added in terms of rubrics on the daily evaluation form.
Stress management
The male students would prefer to have more
possibilities for physical exercises during the day in

“The character test didn’t give the
members of groups the chance to
take the task they really wanted or
was best for them. Every situation
is different and personalities are
also more than just one character
introvert or extravert, people can
be a little bit of both depending the
situation”.

between the teamwork, like playing soccer or Frisbee
outside or games inside like card games. Also other

She would prefer to use another way of getting to

relaxing activities for groups and for individuals could

know each other. She didn’t think that using the MBTI

help to diminish stress.

types were an effective way to divide the work in the

In particular, in the first week students would like

opinion about the exercise with the MBTI personality

to have had the method section ready as soon

types.

team. It is uncertain if more students had the same

as possible, so they could have one day of fun to
connect the group and release stress. Also more

Lloyd concludes in his article (5) that the MBTI

teamwork was important in the first week for a

Psychological Type approach is found to be a
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valuable aid to understanding self and others and

The focus group mentioned that the egg- experiment

thus enhancing effective team-working, but that one

was a good way of getting to know each other, but

should abandon the insistence that every individual

more in the sense of playing together. The aim of

is constitutionally either, for example Extravert or

the egg experiment itself, namely the insight that

Introvert. Furthermore one should emphasize that

one should first discuss about the aim of the project

there is no moral evaluative stance that for example

before starting, wasn’t important for the students.

Extraversion is a desirable quality which Introverts

Clearly the students themselves added more

sadly lack. Type theory sees the polar opposites as

importance to its value in terms of getting to know

two complementary qualities, morally neutral, each

each other in a playful way.

with its innate strengths and vulnerabilities, and
each with much intrinsic value. (5) The negative

In addition to this activity another tool could be

connotation of the student could be due to value

useful in the international context of the summer

judgements of the Five-Factor (or Big Five) Model,

school, to get to know each other’s background

the model of personality still dominant in mainstream

by using the “Social Identity Pie”. (7) In this theory

academic psychology. McCrea and Costa (1989)

identity can be divided in 12 pieces of a pie, namely

found a high level of correlation between the MBTI

nationality, social class, personal history, economic

personality types and the Five-Factor model. The

status, gender, health/disabilities, religion, ethnicity,

Five-Factor model contains four positive qualities

race, political view, age and sexual interests. In the

(Extraversion, Openness, Agreeableness and

exercise each individual draws his own pie and makes

Conscientiousness) and one negative quality

the parts that are important to himself bigger than

(Neuroticism). (6) Therefore it is important to explain

the others. Afterwards the students can discuss in

the model clearly to the students and to emphasize

pairs the following questions: “Which aspects of

both advantages and disadvantages of each type

your identity have the biggest meaning for you and

and the influence of circumstances on the behaviour.

why?”, “Which parts are in front and which more in

As Lloyd describes: “Type theory has always

the background?”, “Which aspects make you proud

spoken of its polarities as preferences, recognizing

and which are a source of ambivalence?” “Which

that the demands of an individual’s circumstances,

part comes alive in your study?” They also can ask

responsibilities and moral convictions often modify

questions about the specific beliefs and values

behaviour from what is intrinsically preferred”. (5)

that are typical for their nationality. This could be
positive in the process of team working. A better
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understanding of cultural values makes one more

MBTI personality types was useful for identifying

secure and empathetic to others, for instance the

potential differences, most students said they would

degree of politeness or directness in expressing one’s

prefer fun exercises to get to know each other better,

feelings. Cultural differences may occur in the way

and using personality data to inform team roles was

students and tutors get along with problems in the

generally not useful.

group. It could be an advantage if students talk at the
start about cultural differences in the approach to

The motivation to participate in the summer school

communication.

for most of the students is doing research, getting
to know students from other countries and having a

The students were positive about the possibility of

good time together. In general students would like

having a person in the background they could consult

to have more social activities during the weeks and

and talk to when they had problems. This was also

in the evening, such as having dinner and hanging

the case for some tutors, who talked about problems

around. Also activities which release stress were

in their group and about the strategy that might be

proposed, both outdoor activities/games as well

useful to solve the problem.

indoor activities/games.

Although there were only four students attending the

Overall students admit and show that it is important

focus group they all agreed about the importance of

to play together in order to be successful as a team:

group activities, exercises to get to know each other
better and to reduce stress.

Conclusion

“A team that plays together,
stays together”.

All students evaluated their project as successful.
In terms of suggestions about the preparation
activities, most students did not offer further
comments and felt what had been provided was fun
and sufficient, although three students thought they
were time-consuming and unnecessary. To optimise
communication between them, nine students would
like to have had more exercises. Whilst exploring the
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Research Methods –
how to write a research question
Annemieke Meijer and Ruurd Visser1
1. Department of Medical Imaging and Radiation Therapy, Hanze University of Applied Sciences, Groningen,
The Netherlands

Introduction

to formulate a good research question as the type of

Imagine that in your field of work technological

question that is asked has implications for the type of

developments have led to new insights. Whether

research that is performed and the development of

these new insights improve patient examinations

the research project depends on the question that is

and diagnosis has not been investigated in your

asked to begin with.

department. This raises a question you would like to
answer. This chapter helps you to get started with

This chapter provides helpful information to convert

writing a suitable research question.

a research problem into a correct and researchable
research question. The chapter comprises

As the research question defines the topic that will

advice from the authors, based on their personal

be addressed and delimits the variables that will be

experiences regarding research methods. Two cases

measured, formulating of a good research question is

will be used to illustrate how research questions

very important. As a consequence, it is quite difficult

might be written.

Case 1:	You are a medical imaging researcher. You want to know whether
X-ray or MRI is better for detecting scaphoid fracture. Conventional
X-ray is the current gold standard.
Case 2:	You are a researcher in the field of oncology. A novel chemotherapy
drug has been developed and you want to perform a clinical trial to
assess the drug’s efficacy in breast cancer patients.
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Getting started

you end the introduction with the aim of the research.

Before starting your research one has to write a

This results in a typical structure of an introduction; in

research proposal. This proposal defines exactly

general starting with a broad context and ending with

what your research will be about, which problem(s)

a focussed aim (figure 1).

you will address, the research question, hypothesis
and aim of the work, and a description of the

Broad context

methods that will be used to answer the research
question. In the research proposal you begin with
introducing the context of the research. In general

Problem statement

you start with a broad scope of the context followed
by a description of the research problem where you

Aim

define the problem statement. It is very important
to support your problem statement with up-to-date
peer reviewed references, and possibly pilot data, in
order to clarify the relevance of your research. Finally

Figure 1 Typical structure of an introduction to your research.

Case 1:	Context: A short description of scaphoid fractures.
Scope: Methods to diagnose scaphoid fractures.
Problem statement: Unclear whether conventional X-ray or MRI is
better in diagnosing scaphoid fractures.
Aim: Investigate the diagnostic value of conventional X-ray and MRI in
diagnosing scaphoid fractures.
Case 2:	Context: The description and epidemiology of breast cancer.
Scope: The drug that is currently used to treat breast cancer.
Problem statement: The drug that is currently used shows severe side
effects and/or is not effective enough.
Aim: To investigate the effect of a new drug for the treatment of breast
cancer.
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Conversion of problem into

want to investigate. The research aim and question

a research question

are strongly related to each other. Acquirement of an

Next, the research question and possible sub

answer to your research question implies that you

questions are formulated. They should be logically

reach the aim of your research.

deducted from the problem statement and research
aim. In other words, the problem needs to be

By means of the formulation of your research

converted into a question. Formulating the research

question you define specifically what will be

question is one of the most essential steps in your

investigating. Consequently, you can ask various

research; the question describes exactly what you

questions based on the same research aim.

Case 1:	The aim was to investigate the diagnostic value of conventional X-ray
and MRI in diagnosing scaphoid fractures.
Possible research questions:
•	What is the difference in diagnostic value between conventional
X-ray and MRI for patients suspected of a scaphoid fracture?
•	What is the positive predictive value of conventional X-ray in
comparison to MRI in diagnosing scaphoid fractures?
•	What are the (dis)advantages of conventional X-ray in comparison
to MRI in diagnosing scaphoid fractures?
Case 2:	The aim was to investigate the effect of a new drug for the treatment of
breast cancer.
Possible research questions:
•	What is the effect of the new drug compared to chemotherapy on
the 5-year overall survival of female breast cancer patients?
•	What is the effect of the new drug in combination with
chemotherapy compared to chemotherapy alone on the 5-year
overall survival of female breast cancer patients?
•	What is the effect of increasing the dose of the new drug for the
treatment of breast cancer?
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Types of research/ types of questions

Predictive; The effect of an intervention on the

The type of research question that you ask directly

outcome/prognosis of/for the patient is investigated.

influences the methodology and method of the

In this case, the intervention is the independent

research. It will influence the paradigm you select

variable and the outcome/prognosis is the dependent

(eg qualitative/quantitative). For quantitative studies

variable.

it also determines the appropriate statistical analysis.
Case 1:	What is the positive predictive value of

Various types of questions and associated research
types have been described. Below, some common

conventional X-ray in comparison to MRI

types of questions in relation to the field of medical

in diagnosing scaphoid fractures?

imaging are described using case 1.
Evaluative; This type of question results in a
Descriptive; the current situation regarding a subject

retrospective research design. The effect of

(the dependent variable) is described.

introducing a new intervention/technique/protocol
is evaluated. In this case, the new intervention/

Case 1:	What does a scaphoid fracture look like

technique/ protocol is the independent variables and

on a conventional X-ray?

the effect is the dependent variable.

Comparative; Two or more techniques or

Case 1:	What is the difference in image quality

interventions are compared. Most commonly a

between conventional X-ray and MRI

new technique is compared to a gold standard or

for patients diagnosed with a scaphoid

to a placebo. Many different outcome measures

fracture?

are possible. In this case, the two techniques or
interventions are the independent variables and the
outcome measure is the dependent variable.
Case 1:	What is the difference in diagnostic value
of conventional X-ray in comparison to
MRI in diagnosing scaphoid fractures?
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Criteria to formulate a research question/

One fold; do not ask more than one question at the

checklist

time.

A good research question has to measure up to the
following criteria. You can use these criteria as a

Realistic; is it achievable to answer your research

checklist while formulating your question.

question in general and within the given timeframe?

Specific; your question needs to be clear to every

Complete; your question needs to contain all the

reader; leave no room for any other interpretation

variables to be investigated

than your own.
Open question; Do not formulate a closed question
Measurable; the question needs to contain a

that can simply be answered with ‘yes’ or ‘no’. The

variable that can be measured using a measuring tool.
For example (Case 1) the question ‘Which technique

trick to generate an open question is by starting with
‘What is the effect of…’ or ‘to what extend…’

is the best in diagnosing the scaphoid fracture?’ is
not measurable. Change the question into ‘What is

Ethical; The research has to follow ethical guidelines.

the positive predictive value of conventional X-ray

If necessary, ethical approval has to be obtained.

compared to MRI in diagnosing scaphoid fractures?’
and you have formulated a question that is actually
measurable. The measurable variable/outcome will be
your dependent variable.
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Tool to formulate an answerable research

C: Comparison; describes the gold standard, or

question

reference test /placebo

PICO (Patient, Intervention, Comparison, Outcome)
is an acronym that can help you formulate a research

O: Outcome; describes the outcome measure that is

question that meets the criteria described above.

needed to answer your research question

P: Patient; describes the disease/type of patients

The idea of this acronym is that you fill in the P, I, C,

that will be investigated

and O for your research. Subsequently, you use all
the information in one grammatically correct sentence

I: intervention; describes the intervention or E:

in order to generate a question. In general, you can

Exposure; describes for example the diagnostic

complete the following sentence: ‘What is the effect

tool (imaging modality) to which the patients will be

of I compared to C on O in/for P?’

exposed.

Case 1:

P:

Patient suspected of a scaphoid fracture

I:

MRI

C:

Conventional X-ray

O

Diagnostic value

	Question: What is the effect of MRI compared to conventional X-ray on
the diagnostic value for patients suspected of a scaphoid fracture?
Case 2:

P:

Breast cancer patients

I:

Your new drug, let’s call it Optimax

C:

Chemotherapy

O:

5-year overall survival

	Question: What is the effect of Optimax compared to chemotherapy
on the 5-year overall survival of breast cancer patients.
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This acronym is very helpful in case you plan to

Sub questions

perform a comparison study. Unfortunately, this

When the research question is too complex, sub

acronym is not applicable for all types of research.

questions are required to help answer the main

As you can imagine, the acronym is not appropriate

research question. Using sub questions, specific

for phantom studies. In addition, in case you plan to

aspects of the research question can be addressed

perform an observational study or a non-experimental

in more detail. All sub questions need to be related

study, I and C will not be described separately. NB

to the main research question. Furthermore, the sub

You may notice that O describes the dependent

questions will be investigated separately. For each

variable and I and C the independent variables.

sub question a hypothesis can be formulated and if
possible subsequently tested statistically.

Case 1:	Research question: What is the effect of MRI compared to
conventional X-ray on the diagnostic value for patients suspected of a
scaphoid fracture?
Sub questions:
•	What is the sensitivity of conventional X-ray in diagnosing a
scaphoid fracture?
•	What is the sensitivity of MRI in diagnosing a scaphoid fracture?
Case 2:	Research question: What is the effect of increasing the dose of the
new drug for the treatment of breast cancer?
Sub questions:
•	What is the dose response curve of the new drug for the treatment
of breast cancer?
•	What are the side effects of the new drug for the treatment of breast
cancer?
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Visual image quality assessment methods
Hussien Abid Ali Mraity1 and Maily Alrowily2,3,4
1. University of Kufa, Faculty of Science, Department of Physics, Najaf, Iraq
2. Ministry of Health, Saudi Arabia.
3. Ministry of Education, Saudi Arabia Cultural Bureau in London.
4. Health Sciences Research Centre, University of Salford, Salford, UK.
Medical imaging continues to provide a fundamental

they can minimise the need for repeat radiographic

source of information that can help clinicians with

procedures, and optimise patient exposure thereby

diagnosis and management. Theoretically, diagnostic

limiting unnecessary radiation (Sezdi, 2011).

accuracy is dependent upon the quality of information
within the image and subsequently the quality of an

Image optimisation generally concerns itself with

image may affect diagnosis and also how a patient

creating an image which is fit for purpose. The term,

will be managed (Mraity et al, 2014a). The assessment

fit for purpose is rarely defined adequately within

of image quality provides metrics which are essential

journal papers (Shet et al, 2011). Generally speaking,

for a wide range of medical imaging applications

the quality of an image involves visual analysis to

(Wang, Bovik, & Lu, 2002). First, they can be used

determine visibility of data contained within it (Jessen,

as a quality assurance/control indicator of imaging

2004). This should confirm that any image quality

system performance. Second, they can be used to

measure, other than those based on the eyes of

optimise patient radiation dose during X-ray practice

an observer, could be regarded as a supportive or

because dose reduction is limited by the quality

predictive measure (i.e. physical measure). This is

of information provided (Jessen, 2004). Finally,

because image perception is almost always based

they can be used as a benchmark for choosing the

on the visualisation of anatomical features within

appropriate image processing algorithm by which one

an image (Mraity et al, 2014b); whereas physical

can obtain relevant radiographic information. Dose

measures relate to a measure of detectability of

optimisation and image processing are essential for

relevant features but do not directly measure the

imaging systems which use ionising radiation, as

fidelity of those features. When defining the quality
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of an image, the purpose of the image should be

Nadeau, & Severo, 1995). Initially, six routine X-ray

considered (Lemoigne, Caner, & Rahal, 2007). It is

examinations were considered, including skull, chest,

widely agreed that image quality can be defined in

lumbar spine, pelvis, urinary tract and breast (EC,

terms of its acceptability for answering the primary

1990). The reasons for selecting these radiographic

clinical question(s) (Sharp, 1990; Shet, Chen, & Siegel,

examinations were due to their frequency of use and

2011).

the radiation dose which they were administering
to patients. The image quality criteria focused on

Image quality evaluation

how clearly anatomical structures are visualised

There are several approaches that can be used to

within a specified radiographic image and how this

measure the quality of an image (Alsleem & Davidson,

aids in making an accurate diagnosis. Some of the

2012). These are generally classified as physical (e.g.

criteria, however, rely on the correct positioning of

SNR), psychophysical (e.g. line pairs) and visual/

the patient, whereas others are dependent on the

clinical approaches. However, for this chapter the

technical performance of the imaging system (CEC,

focus will be on those which are clinically relevant

1996). This is supported by providing a quantitative

(visual approaches). In this context, literature review

guide to explain the minimum size at which important

reveals that different methods were adopted under

anatomical structures should be visible on a

the class of the clinical assessment. This includes

radiograph. In addition to this, the degree of visibility

European Guidelines for quality criteria (CEC), visual

of anatomical structures were categorised into three

grading analysis, two alternative forced choice,

major definitions: 1) Visibility, characteristic features

receiver operating analysis (ROC) and eye tracking

are detectable but details are not fully reproduced;

methods.

features just visible; 2) Reproduction, details of
anatomical structures are visible but not necessarily

European guidelines on quality criteria (1996)

clearly defined; details emerging; 3) Visually Sharp

In 1987, a team from the Commissions of European

Reproduction, anatomical details are clearly defined;

Communities/Radiation Protection Programme

details clear (Jessen, 2001). This CEC (1996) project

launched a project to identify radiographic criteria

is considered as the foundation on which further work

which could help medical imaging professionals

on quality assessment criteria have been be built

make better informed judgements in evaluating image

by the radiological community (CEC, 1996). Overall,

quality. These criteria included technical, physical

the purpose behind the criteria was to standardise

and radiological parameters (Maccia, Ariche-Cohen,

practice and reduce the variability in radiation dose,
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and, most importantly, in the evaluation of image

detection studies using observers (Sund et al., 2000)

quality.

and physical calculations of image quality (Sandborg
et al, 2006); 3) in comparison to ROC (Receiver

Visual Grading Analysis (VGA)

Operating Characteristic) studies, VGA experiments

The visual grading of the visibility/reproduction of

are relatively easy to undertake, particularly to

normal anatomy or pathology is a valid and commonly

optimise equipment locally; 4) time required to

used approach to visually quantify the quality of

implement VGA studies is moderate when the

an image in medical imaging (Seeram, Bushong,

observer’s workload is taken into account meaning

Davidson, & Swan, 2014). Its application is based on

that it can be attempted in the hospital/clinic. There

how clearly the anatomical structures are visualised

are two common types of VGA system which can

by an observer, by asking the observer to rate the

be applied to assess the image: Absolute VGA and

visibility and reproduction of detail in the [clinical]

relative VGA.

image. A human-based approach like this makes
it a clinically relevant and preferred way to assess

Absolute VGA

[clinical] image quality (Smedby & Fredrikson, 2010).

In this approach the observer is asked to give his

Also, the relevance of the VGA for detectability of

opinion on the visibility of anatomical structures in the

pathology has been investigated, and ultimately

image. The data from this method is then analysed

determined there to be a strong correlation between

to provide the overall visual grading analysis score

the visibility of normal anatomy and the detectability

(VGASabs) of an image using the following equation:

of pathological structures (Sund, M., Kheddache, &

= 1 = 1 = 1 = 1   x x

Månsson, 2004; Sund, Båth, Kheddache, Tylén’, &
Månsson, 2000; Morán et al., 2004).

where Gabs represents the absolute rating for a given

Rationale for using VGA

image (i), structure (s), and observer (O). The letters I,

Bath (2010) provides a number of reasons for using

S and O refer to the number of images, structures and

the visual grading approach, namely 1) validity of

observers respectively.

VGA studies can be assumed as high provided that
the anatomical structures are chosen based on their
clinical relevance; 2) in certain cases visual grading
has been found to be in agreement with pathology
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Relative VGA

Wallraven, 2012). In medical imaging the stimulus

The relative VGA requires a rating of the visibility of

could either be a lesion or a level of noise. The origins

anatomical structures against the same structures

of 2AFC involved two separate stimuli, where one of

within a reference image. The observer should grade

them is blank and the other is not. The presentation

the visibility of the structure using a scale in which a

of the stimuli is conducted randomly (Pelli & Farell,

value of 0, or equivalent, referring to visibility is equal

1995). For image evaluation purposes, 2AFC could

to the reference image. Positive (eg +1) and negative

involve a number of images being assessed against

(eg -1) values using this approach would indicate

a reference image; this means that the ‘images to be

whether the structures’ clarity in comparison to the

evaluated’ and reference image are displayed at the

reference image is better (eg +1) or worse (eg -1).

same time, side by side, on two separate monitors. By

Overall scores for an image can be derived using this

way of comparison, this method has been described

expression:

as being less biased and very sensitive to subtle
differences across different images. This is because

= = 1 = 1 = 1   x x

the observer is forced to compare one stimulus of
an image with the same stimulus in the reference

where Grel represents the absolute rating for a given

image. This should contribute to lessen the subjective

image (I), criterion (C), and observer (O). The letters

interference and therefore subjective bias. The

I, S and O refer to the number of images, structures

performance of 2AFC was previously investigated in

and observers, respectively. It is suggested that two

terms of how efficient it is for characterising observer

images should be displayed on side by side monitors

performance and identifying the small changes

with same brightness, and the reference image must

of processed images (Gur et al, 1997 & Abbey &

include well defined landmarks (Månsson, 2000;

Eckstein, 2002).

Zarb, Rainford, & McEntee, 2010 & Seeram, Bushong,

Receiver operator characteristic (ROC)

Davidson, & Swan, 2014).

This approach originated from the signal detection
2-AFC is a psychophysical method used to show

theory, in which a low-contrast signal should be

how efficient an observer is in perceiving small

identified in a noisy background. ROC analysis

differences among several visual/physical stimuli.

is widely used in radiology to visually assess the

In this context, the alternatives can be represented

diagnostic images and the observer performance.

as different aspects of the stimuli (Cunningham and

In ROC an observer is asked to rate images with
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suspected disease whereby diagnostic performance

Eye tracking

can be determined by the number of correct

This can be a helpful tool for the understanding of

responses. (Zarb, Rainford, & McEntee, 2010).

how an observer views images. Various commercial

Observer performance is generally determined by

eye tracking systems exist. Such systems are capable

the area under the ROC curve (Tingberg, 2000). This

of determining the line of gaze and assessing the

curve plots the true positive fraction as a function

dwell time while a subject observes an image on

of the false positive fraction; a figure of merit can be

a computer screen. The system works by utilising

obtained from the area under the curve (Chakraborty,

infrared light from a diode on a headband, which

D. P., 2006). However ROC has a major drawback in

is reflected from a reflective visor into the eye.

that it are highly dependent upon disease prevalence.

Light is ultimately reflected to a camera which is

Furthermore, the images have to be divided into

recorded (Krupinski, Graham, & Weinstein, 2012).

normal and abnormal; consequently a large number

Eye positioning measurement equipment measures

of images are required. The ROC methodology does

the visual dwell time and saccades. Dwell time is the

not work well for multiple lesions on same image; and

time it takes an observer to look or fixate on a specific

finally localisation of lesion is not taken into account

location. Saccades refer to the jumps between

and therefore a case may be diagnosed as abnormal

fixations. The latency period of saccades is between

but the true lesion could be missed (Bath, 2010 &

100-150ms and the velocity is typically between 308

Zarab et al, 2010). In order to overcome the above

and 1008 visual angle per second. (Krupinski et al.,

limitations in ROC analysis, measures have been

2006).

taken to improve its performance. Examples of these
ROC include LROC, FROC, FFE and DRCO.
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Scientific Poster Design
Louise Rainford1
1. University College Dublin
The dissemination of investigative findings is an

their reputation directly with colleagues and facilitates

important part of the research process. Radiography

networking; therefore first impressions are critical [3].

needs to continually update and build its professional

Guidance on the practical aspects of how to design

practice evidence base and publish research

scientific posters to optimal visual effect however

findings. One way in which to share research findings

is limited [1]. As technologies for producing posters

in a relaxed and less formal setting than an oral

develop and gain complexity it is essential healthcare

presentation is a poster presentation [1]. Poster

professional researchers ensure they possess a skills

presentations at formal meetings such as local,

base which allows them to achieve high standards of

national or international scientific congresses allow

visual scientific communications when representing

an audience of similar interest access research

professional societies or academic institutions [4].

findings and have interaction with the researcher
[2]. Posters when designed well can facilitate a

The aim of this chapter is to deliver a step by step

concise overview of the research presented [3].

guide on the production of a scientific poster and

A poster forms a storyboard of information and its

include practical tips and provide examples in a visual

narrative requires careful consideration as the facts

format. The author’s insight derived from personal

are presented differently to a full journal manuscript.

experience of poster presentation production is offered

This is largely due to word limit constraints and the

to assist others to efficiently and effectively prepare

nature of interaction of the audience with a poster,

scholarly posters. There are numerous methods by

which may be limited to a few minutes at a conference

which posters can be developed, as an increasing

proceedings, rather than being accessible for

number of software options are available, however this

repeated referral as with journal articles. The potential

chapter will principally focus upon poster production

for researchers to interact at poster discussions also

using Microsoft PowerPoint which is software readily

offers the opportunity for researchers to enhance

available and commonly used. The practical advice
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provided is relevant when using other templates such

Common paper sizes are A0 (841 x 1189 mm),

as in Microsoft Word or Sway. Examples of poster

A1 (594 x 841 mm) and A4 (210 x 297 mm).

guidelines from scientific meetings will be incorporated
and sample marking criteria for poster presentations is

Presentation Style

discussed. The content of the chapter aims to provide

Once it is determined whether the poster is portrait

students with practical advice for poster preparation

or landscape format how the information which is to

and insight into the common aspects assessed with

be displayed is arranged needs to be thought through

respect to posters produced either for scientific

by the presenter. Several authors recommend the

conferences or as part of education programmes.

use of mapping in sketch format in preparation and
careful consideration of where figures and tables and

PowerPoint Template

other graphics will be interspersed on the template

The first step of any poster production is to prepare

[4, 5]. A decision needs to be made on the layout of

the PowerPoint template by firstly selecting a blank

the poster, for example the number of main columns

PowerPoint slide. By selecting the Design Tab

in the poster: two or three would normally be used as

on the main tool bar and then slide size a pop up

shown in Figure 2. In PowerPoint the insertion of text

box will appear and then determining whether the

boxes to align vertically to the number of columns

orientation is to be portrait or landscape, followed

is the most commonly applied method. Balance of

by identification of slide dimension. The size of

content, in the design phase should be planned so the

the PowerPoint slide will depend on institution or

content flows from top to bottom of each column and

conference instructions if the poster is to be printed.

from right to left for the entire poster [6].

Figure 1 Screen shot of
Microsoft PowerPoint interface
for the selection of Slide Size
(red circle), the red arrow
pointing to portrait/landscape
selection and the green arrow
identifying the selection of
poster size (relevant for posters
printed for physical display).
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1. First select Text Box option shown above.
2. Insert the Text Box, repeat as required.
Right click on the text box and the
symbol to “wrap text” to the anterior
of other text will appear as shown above.
By selecting this option you will be able to
move your text box more effectively and overly
other text if desired

Figure 2 Inserting a text box

Next the background template for the poster needs

The selection of colours used in a presentation will

to be selected and whilst this can alter as the poster

have an impact on the audience. Colours can convey

design, it is wise to consider basic background

warmth and tone. In healthcare scientific posters, the

details from the start. There are a number of different

use of white conveys a clinical tone which is perceived

styles that can be applied as shown in figure 7 (a-c)

as “clean and crisp” [6].

and figure 8 (a-c). A fundamental question focusses
upon what colour should be used during background

In selecting the background colour some literature

formatting and this is a decision which should be

would advise the avoidance of solid colours however

made in conjunction with the figures and tables to be

these can work well depending upon the poster

inserted and any other graphics.

content (figure 4a). Textures however should be
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Figure 3 Example of white
template contrasted with bold
colour applied effectively.

Figure 4
(a) Use of a bold background
template
(b) Box format to differentiate
each section

A

B
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A

avoided [6] and it is advisable not to use too many
colours for text, possibly use one colour for the title
and to help draw the eye of the audience then for the
principal sections of the poster use a different colour
for section headings compared to section text, as
shown in figure 4b.
It should be remembered that a proportion of the
population are colour blind and the use of red should
be kept to a minimum [5]. Additionally how we
visualise colours is determined by our experience of
colour and genetic deficiency; this can affect red/
green and also blue/yellow differentiation [7]. The use
of a colour wheel to select appropriate contrasting
and complementary colours is an option (figure 6a)
[6]. A high level of contrast between the background
and text is preferable with the background lighter in

B

C

D

E

colour tone. Complementary colours are ones which
oppose each other on the wheel and using these
colours can make a bold statement (figure 6b).

Figure 6
(a) Colour Theory Part 1
(www.pengadprinting.com)
Figures 6 (b) – (e)
Colour considerations
(b) Complementary Colours
(c) Triadic scheme
(d) S
 plit complementary
Scheme: Blue/Green
(e) B
 alanced scheme:
Blue, Green, White
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A

B

Figure 7 (a) (b) (c) Examples
of colours used for poster
backgrounds.

C
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A

Figure 8
(a) E xample of a relevant image
forming a background visual
and not distracting from the
poster content;
(b) A bold background
visual which whilst not
scientifically relevant to
the poster content adds
visual impact to attract the
audience;
(c) E
 xample of an overcrowded
poster which contains a
relevant background visual
but this clashes with the
remainder of the poster
design, creating a negative
impact.

B

C
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By drawing a triangle between three evenly dispersed

provided, both Figures 8 (a) and (b) demonstrate good

colours on the wheel a triadic scheme is achieved

use of background design whereas the design in 8 (c)

(figure 6c). Split complementary colours can be

whilst appropriate to the subject matter distracts from

derived from any colour combination, whereas two

the text. The poster shown in figure 8 (c) would have

colours adjacent to each other is called a split –

benefited from a reduced amount of text, of a greater

complementary scheme (figure 6d), a three colour

font size and a background template in an alternative

scheme is indicative of balance (figure 6e) [7].

colour tone, these factors would have facilitated a
more positive impact.

Varying shades of blue are perceived as “cool and
calming” for readers and the use of blue is commonly

Use of Logos

seen in posters however other tones that do not

Professional affiliations are important and must be

distract from the text and figures/tables inserted are

included as appropriate. When selecting these logos

viable alternatives [7]. Care needs to be taken with

it is crucial that only official logos are used. These

respect to the contrast of colours between the main

are often sourced on a white background which is

template and graphics included, below figure 7(a)

fine if the background colour for your poster is white,

demonstrates how a green template is successfully

however if you are using a coloured background you

applied whilst figures 7(b) and (c) demonstrate the use

may want to remove any white aspects surrounding

of varying tones of blue based templates however the

your logo as demonstrated in Figure 9(a).

contrast of colours is suboptimal in 7(c) as the blue

Affiliations

template is too dominant in the region of the title.

Scientific presentations require all authors to be
Solid colour fill, colour fill with a gradient applied or

included and details of their affiliation(s). There is

templates which incorporate a background design

a set protocol which needs to be respected and

depicting a discrete image are all possible options

which is often misunderstood by both students and

in poster design. Background graphics may extend

novice researchers. The primary author is listed first,

across the poster or part of the poster, behind any

the secondary author is listed last at the end of the

text or further images applied during poster design

author list. Then then the third most significant author

as shown in figure 8 (a -c). Inlay graphics should

is placed directly after the first author, after this the

be relevant to work but not distracting from text.

remaining authors are placed between the third and

Examples of good and poor poster design are

last author as appropriate.
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Figure 9
(a) Visual depiction of the
effect of removing the white
surround on logos.
(b) The white background
surrounding all four logos is
appropriate in this poster as
without the contrast to the
dark blue template selected
the logos, particularly the
more delicate in design
would become less visible if
the contrasting white mount
had been removed.
(c) In this poster the AITRI
logo is presented without
the white surround and it
is appropriate as the dark
text in the logo contrasts
well with the overall poste
template. Likewise the
Mater Hospital Dublin logo
presents well however
possibly one enhancement
to this poster header would
be to remove the white
surround for the UCD logo
so its dark colours can
contrast optimally with the
poster template.

B

C

To identify their professional affiliation the authors
are numbered, this text is formatted as superscript
ad below the authors list a “key” of the numbered
affiliations is provided as seen in in figure 10.

Figure 10 In this example
S Mullen is the lead author
affiliated to the School of
Medicine UCD, L Rainford is
the second author, J McNulty
the third. The superscript
notations are aligned to the
professional affiliation not
to the position in the author
listing.
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It is essential that the authors listed have opportunity

•	Aims and Objectives (Introduction)

to review and comment on a poster prior to

•	Materials and Methods (Methodology)

submission and that confirmation is received that

•	Results; Conclusions and References

they are satisfied to have their name on the work.
This is extremely important matter, as once accepted

The content of written text should follow a logical

for presentation the work will be deemed to have

sequence as the reader passes from section to

incorporated their involvement. Additionally the

section. Normally for scientific posters the path for

detail of affiliations needs to be confirmed by authors

readers to follow is determined by the established

to ensure their professional allegiance is correctly

sections listed above, however if the poster design

displayed.

veers from traditional sections then the use of
numbers and colour coding or symbols such

Title

as arrows can be utilised to map the pathway.

The title of the poster is often the first aspect

Appropriate images should be used where possible

reviewed and is a focal point therefore its content and

to illustrate the work as images will attract attention

format needs to be succinct whilst written in a manner

for the brief time the audience has to view the poster

to promote interest, colourful, clear and LARGE; at

whilst long paragraphs of text have a negative effect

least five times larger in size than formatting within the

upon poster impact [9-11].

main content sections [5, 8]. The title should draw the
audience in and capture the scope of the work being

The content in each section should capture the

presented.

attention of the reader and the key points are
delivered in an interesting and clear manner [9, 11].

Poster Content

Sentences need to be constructed carefully so that

Whether the poster is for internal assessment on an

complex research items are filtered and the essential

academic programme of study or an original research

information is delivered. All non-essential text should

study submitted for a conference presentation the

be removed so the style of presentation is direct and

poster guidelines may include word limits, formatting

delivers clearly written prose [4].

and reference guidelines and in each case these
must be adhered to and applied to the poster content

Keywords

which is captured within the sections expected within

Keywords at the start of sentences will strengthen

scientific posters, namely:

the “take home message” for example: “CT dose
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modulation resulted in ….” rather than “The findings

and weakens the impact of the work as previously

identified that CT Dose modulation…..” [4]. If the

shown in figure 8(c) [9, 10]. The next step in poster

audience viewing the poster is international in

design is to ensure the required sections are present

constitution additional consideration needs to be

and effectively written.

given to language applied. Language needs to be
clear and precise with wording that will be easily and

Aims and objectives (Introduction)

universally understood across nationalities.

This section provides the justification for the study,
the key aims and the research question to be

Grammar

investigated and/or the hypotheses of the work. The

Either the use of English or American English should

audience needs to understand why the research

be used with no crossover of the two styles in one

was performed and what was aimed to be achieved

poster. A common error is the use a mix of “z” rather

so they can cross reference to the findings and

than “s” in words, for example: The Optimisation

conclusions in later sections. An introduction also

process was recognized as important. Either

allows for succinct information to be provided for any

American English and the use of “z” or English and

key definitions or technologies, disease descriptions

the use of “s” should be applied. A further example of

or pathophysiology relevant to the work of the chosen

other words which are commonly seen are miss-spelt

topic and a brief summary of referenced work on the

due to American English or English wording confusion

topic under investigation.

are pediatric/paediatric and center/centre. The
use of abbreviated words such as won’t rather than

Methods and materials

would not is not acceptable and all abbreviations

Detail of how the study was performed needs to be

and acronyms must be defined at first mention in the

included with sufficient clarity to permit repetition of

text. Quantitative measurements should be included

the work. The key elements of the method need to

in International system of units (SI) [12]. Finally with

be presented for example: what patient group was

respect to general points on poster content: do not

investigated and what inclusion criteria defined the

overcrowd a poster. Try to maintain the focus upon

group. What equipment was employed and which

one main theme. The original research performed

experimental metrics were tested, over what period

may be extensive but a poster should focus in on the

and by whom. Additionally were ethics requirements

principal findings being presented and relate directly

adhered to.

to the title of the poster. Too much text is distracting
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Figure 10 Extracts from
the poster previously shown
in figure 7(b) show an initial
introductory section in two
parts: INTRODUCTION and
AIM: this is acceptable. The
introduction outlines the
radiation dose associated with
EVAR procedures and the
topic of Diagnostic Reference
Levels with references; this
provides the justification for the
study. The AIM of the work is
then clearly described for the
audience.

Figure 11 In this example
the confirmation of ethical
approval is provided and a
clear method is described in
a manner that would facilitate
repeat studies. The description
includes detail of the data
collected in each participating
centre. The method also clearly
identifies the type of centres
which participated indicating
the centres had to have had
a history of 10 years or more
offering EVAR procedures
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Results

Conclusion (Discussion and Conclusion)

The principal findings of the study are presented

A succinct discussion of the findings identified in the

in this section, as concisely as possible, in the

Results Section and their significance, with reference

form of tables or figures (where applicable). The

to other cited work and clinical importance where

findings outlined need to offer sufficient detail for the

relevant needs to be included. The final paragraph

conclusions which follow and address the research

should include a concise, succinct statement which

question posed by the initial aim of the study.

can be cross referenced back to the initial research
question posed or aim of the study.

On average audience members will spend around 5
minutes looking at a poster so the key findings need

In the “Conclusion Section” example provided the

to be clearly displayed demonstrating your desired

variance in findings between X-ray units, despite

“take home message” [13]

employing the same equipment and parameters is
noted and further research is recommended as to
why this variance is seen. The importance of patient
weight details is reiterated following comment in the
results section that this was difficult to source but

Figure 12 The principal
findings of the study are
described in two graphics and
several sentences. The study
set out to establish DRLs and
states these in this section
for a cohort of patients with
a specific weight range. The
inclusion of information that
two of the 178 procedures
registered dose readings above
5Gy is of clinical relevance to
professionals in this field which
is reiterated in the Conclusions
section figure 13.
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Figure 13 The principal
findings are reiterated and
conclusions stated to align
with the research aim stated in
figure 10.

is required for DRL data. Finally a key point is made

the presented material, recommendations made

with regard to the patient management of cases that

upon review of the data collected. Many scientific

exceed radiation dose Trigger Levels.

committees with oversight of poster submissions
proffer recommendations for reference volume for

The key aspects, “take home messages” of the

example European Congress of Radiology conference

poster are concluded: Establishment of DRLs,

presentation guidelines (ECR 2016) states up to

consideration of difficulty attaining the dose data, the

a maximum of 20 references [12]. This however

need to identify why differences in dose occur across

may not be possible if posters are to be physically

centres for the same examination and the clinical

displayed space which the poster template can be

consequence and frequency of high doses which

restrictive and requires consideration, for electronic

exceed recommended “Trigger Levels”, thus fulfilling

posters this is less of an issue. Often the text size

the poster title: “Investigation of Reference Levels

of the References Section is smaller than other

and radiation dose associated with abdominal EVAR

sections, mainly due to space issues. It is critical the

(Endovascular Aneurysm Repair) procedures across

references are written accurately and without spelling

several European centres”.

mistakes etc. When printed errors in formatting will
be obvious and for electronic posters the view mode

References

can be zoomed in on substantially and thus the detail

Statements made in the text of the poster need to be

must be correct. This is often a section completed

supported by referenced bibliographical work which

poorly by students and as it is the last section to be

is cited to support the research. Recent literature

confirmed possibly this is due to time constraints or

should be cited in the introduction in particular

“poster fatigue”.

and other sections where relevant to support
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Figure 14 Fourteen
references were included for
the poster example provided

Table1
Example of the
subtle difference in text
presentation Harvard vs
Vancouver referencing

Harvard

Vancouver

Smith, D. and Wolf, J. (2014). Drug therapy

Smith, D. and Wolf, J. Drug therapy

optimisation in breast cancer. J Pharmacol

optimisation in breast cancer. J Pharmacol

Exp Ther 122:19-29.

Exp Ther. 2014; 122:19-29.

The majority of poster guidelines request citations in

Formatting Content

the text to be in Arabic numerals in square brackets,

Text

e.g. [2-4, 11]. The list of references that are included

A poster should be readable at a distance of

should only include those that are cited in the text and

approximately 2 metres [5, 9]. The choice of text

that have been published [12]. Those presenting need

for both the title section of a poster and the main

to understand if they are referencing using Vancouver

content is subjective in nature and will naturally vary

or Harvard styles and refer to documents to ensure

between authors. A rough guide is that font height

the referencing text applied is appropriate for the

on a printed poster should be no less than 5mm in

scope of material referenced e.g. journal articles,

height, with taller font sizes used for headings (2cm)

book chapters, internet references and so on [14]. The

and the main title (3cm) [5, 9]. Examples of a range

style of referencing needs to be consistent. Table 1

of font types are provided in table 2, with inclusion of

demonstrates the subtle difference between referencing

how these fonts appear once in bold format and with

an article using the Harvard versus the Vancouver style.

shadow affect applied as commonly seen for poster

The scope of this chapter does not extend to detail

titles. A spell check should be made in addition to a

the intricate requirements of Referencing styles and

visual inspection of the text and formatting as some

institution guidelines should be available to students or

spelling and formatting errors may not necessarily be

multiple guidance options can be found on the internet.

identified by software.
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The text in each section of the poster content should

The Microsoft function for achieving text justification

preferably be in a justified format to add balance

can be located as identified in figure 16.

and symmetry to the poster. The visual impact of not
justifying paragraphs is depicted in figure 15.

Table 2 Examples of
commonly employed font
types and their appearance
when “bold” is applied and a
“shadow effect”.

Tahoma

Investigation into the impact of ……

Investigation

Verdana

Investigation into the impact of ……

Investigation

Palantino

Investigation into the impact of ……

Investigation

Calibri

Investigation into the impact of ……

Investigation

Times New Roman

Investigation into the impact of ……

Investigation

Arial

Investigation into the impact of ……

Investigation

Figure 15 Example of
prose to demonstrate how
justification of text enhances
the written work.

A

Figure 16 Location (red
arrow) of the icon to facilitate
the formatting of text to
justification mode.
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B

It is recommended that line spacing should be slightly

an audience if applied and referenced appropriately.

greater than single spacing to improve readability [4,

Keep tables simple as complicated tables can make

15]. The colour applied for text is important and needs

the research message harder to comprehend [9,

to be seen clearly against background colours and

11, 13]. The use of a focal point is also of benefit, in

graphics, figure 15 (a) demonstrates a use of colour

Figure as the audiences eye will first be attracted

tones to differentiate between a heading and the text

by the image of a happy child and then drawn to the

in the section. Section headers need to provide a key

children’s art, this type of focal point attracts attention

point of focus.

effectively [4].

The poster layout will benefit from symmetry which is

A further item to consider in poster design is the

more visually attractive and the use of less text and

“mounting” or “framing of figures or graphics”. Shown

more graphics. A poster is a visual display and whilst

below in figure 19 is an example of how by adding a

you may be wish to capture great detail from your

dark blue border to the image the figure stands out

research do not be afraid to edit out large amounts of

more effectively on the pale blue background of the

text and consider how a graphic or chart may convey

poster. Such border effects are highly advised.

the same content. Graphics will draw the attention of
the audience and often aid in remembering the actual

Word limits

poster/abstract on display, graphics when included

Within each section of the poster there needs to be

appropriately can also support the explanation of

sufficient information to provide the reader with an

what may be a complicated process or concept

understanding of why the study was performed how

[6, 11 15].

it was undertaken and what the principal findings
were. Some poster guidelines will include minimum

Figures, Tables and Graphics

word content requirements [12]. A balance is required

An audience is not likely to spend much time on a

between under and overcrowding of text.

poster that does not have a sufficient number of
graphics to support the text therefore the inclusion
or images in the form of images, tables and/
or histograms is essential. The graphics need to
be relevant and clearly linked to the text. Clearly
presented graphics can have significant impact on
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Figure 17 Demonstrates and
example of strong graphics
in poster design. Whilst the
poster contains a limited word
presence the images leave a
lasting impact upon audience
members.

Figure 18 The use of a
graphic (indicated by the red
arrow) which clearly indicates
the subject covered in the
poster at “first glance”.
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Figure 19 Example of
mounting an image at the
image/template interface
identified by the red arrow.

B

Figure 20
(a) An example of borderline
too few words
(b) An example of word
overcrowding.

A
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Copyright

Product and company names

Copyright can be defined as “the exclusive and

Many scientific committees in their instructions to

assignable legal right, given to the originator for a

authors will ask for posters to be non-promotional and

fixed number of years, to print, publish, perform, film,

non-commercial in nature with manufacturers named

or record literary, artistic, or musical material” [18].

only if essential for example it is sufficient to state that

Permission must be sought to use images, graphics

images were acquired “at 1.5 T” or “using a 64-slice

etc. which have a copyright status. Many large

CT scanner” without mentioning the manufacturer

publishing houses have dedicated customer help

[12]. Once a company is named the product must be

links to support authors wishing to reuse previously

appropriately referenced and trademark stamps be

published material. For example Elsevier Publications

used as appropriate.

are partnered with the Copyright Clearance Center’s
Rightslink service which offers a weblink to attain

Ethical standard

permission to use and republish material from

Research with human and animal subjects requires

Elsevier, similar systems exist across publishing

either ethical approval or an ethical waiver, once the

groups. To include material without the appropriate

methodology meets the criteria for a waiver, from an

permissions is unacceptable and is a difficult area for

appropriate ethics committee prior to commencement

students but regulations on copyright are clear and

of the study. The poster submission must

must be adhered to.

acknowledge such compliance [12]. Posters reporting
the results of experimental studies on human subjects

Whilst copyright protects creative and/or artistic

must include a statement to the effect that informed

artworks including photographs and can only be used

consent was obtained from participants [17-21].

with the copyright owner’s permission you can use
images you have drawn or photographed yourself.

Patient confidentiality

The origin and property of images must be clearly

In all instances patient confidentiality must be

stated e.g. © “Department of St Elsewhere” Chicago

protected. No names, hospital identifiers or any other

Medical Centre/ USA 2014 or for images already

information that allow the patient to be identified

published, the full journal citation must be given

should appear in illustrations, images, videos, or

©”Mc Nulty J et al. (2010) MRI of Brain. Radiography.

texts. Authors also need to remember that in cases

Vol 11: 5-15”. Any unreferenced image will be

of rare or specific diseases, patients can potentially

assumed to be the property of the authors. [12].

be identified by descriptions if the work place of the
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authors is mentioned therefore particular caution is

A number of tips when attending a poster defense

required [17-21].

include: arrive on time; dress professionally; smile and
welcome interaction from audience members who

Assessment Criteria for Poster Presentations

have given time to listen to the defense and shown an

There are numerous considerations that require

interest in the work; have business cards at hand or

attention when designing a poster, all matters

handouts of the poster with contact details.

previously discussed are key elements to success.
Attention to detail is essential so avoidable errors

The criteria outlined are not exhaustive and would

do not negatively impact upon the finished product.

alter for individual poster submissions however

In the final section of this chapter a brief outline of

student awareness of how an evaluator may view the

criteria commonly used in the assessment of posters

poster they design is aimed at supporting authors in

is given. Poster evaluation is commonly split into

preparation of their work.

criteria related to the poster content and design (table
3), the second evaluation criteria focusses upon how
the presenter can defend their poster (table 4).

Content

Scientific content of poster, analysis, quality and relevance of supporting images
Integration of theory and practice
Critical discussion and awareness of professional, social and ethical issues.

Accuracy

Accuracy of images, statements, facts presented etc.

Information

Correct use of the stipulated referencing system in text and reference list

Literacy

Quality, quantity and relevance of references
References used appropriately
Complete reference list

Presentation

Visual impact of the poster
Choice of font style, size, colour, spacing
Use of headings, captions, figure legends

Table 3 Example of criteria
which may be applied to
evaluate a poster presentation

Clarity and accuracy of grammar and spelling, fluency of expression
Relevance to target audience
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Communication:

Verbal and non-verbal communication skills

Oral Presentation

Ability to explain aims, objectives, findings and conclusions drawn
in a clear/concise manner
Accuracy of oral presentation vis a vis poster
Use of graphics/text to summerise key ideas.

Table 4 Example of criteria
which may be applied to
evaluate a poster defense

Communication:

Familiarity with case/topic chosen

Defense of Poster

Ability to answer all questions in a professional, clear and
confident manner

Summary

The diagram outlines the time taken for an audience

The prospect of preparing a poster can seem

member to view your presentation findings and

daunting to a novice researcher. Allow adequate time

demonstrates the importance of having focal points

for preparation and when reviewing the final product

and key headings which you want your audience to

for errors do not perform this task when fatigued.

fixate upon.

Attention to detail is important as posters are visual
displays which when printed for presentation or

This chapter has aimed to provide a step by step

presented in an electronic format are seen in a

guide on aspects of poster design presenters need to

magnified manner and small errors become far more

be aware of and consider when preparing scientific

visible. The process of visual perception and how

submissions. The practical tips given apply regardless

the audience reviews a poster is complex however

of the technology used to prepare the poster, whilst

a useful diagram demonstrating the development of

it is acknowledged some technical points included

perception when an observer is given an image or

will vary with technology. Good quality poster

in this case a poster to look at is shown in figure 21,

presentations are essential and “first authors” need

adapted from work by leading vision scientists [22].

to respect that they are representing their own work
but also the reputation of their co-authors and their
associated professional affiliations.
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Global Analysis

Literal Perception

Prompt

Very Fast (msecs)

Search Strategy
Stimulus

Knowledge

Driven

Driven

Fixate
Dominant
Focal Analysis

Retinal Analysis

Covert Decisions
(not openly acknowledged)

Features

Fast (seconds)

Prompt

Preferred Perception

Image Analysis
Figure 21 A schematic
diagram of the development of
perception (22)

Overt Decisions
(clear/obvious)
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Slow (minutes)
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Introduction

The exhibition is where the manufacturers display

This chapter helps you prepare for presenting work at

their new products, and for large conferences fully

a conference. It comprises of hints and tips from the

assembled state of the art machines are available

authors, based on their personal experiences.

for your inspection. Manufacturers often have lots
of staff available to help with technical and sales

A conference is a meeting of people to discuss a topic

questions. They are a valuable source of information

of common interest. Medical imaging conferences

for students and clinical staff. The poster sessions

cover a broad range of topics; including political,

come in two forms, electronic and physical. Electronic

technical and scientific. It is also an opportunity

posters (computer/web-based) have gained much

to showcase new techniques, new methods or

more prominence in recent years, not least because

unusual findings. Specific to medical imaging there

often after the conference they remain available for

are numerous conferences throughout the world

all to access. A digital object identifier can be an

ranging from small (eg several hundred delegates) to

added bonus of an electronic poster. A traditional

large (tens of thousands of delegates). The largest in

poster session comprises physical print outs of the

Europe is the European Congress of Radiology (ECR,

posters which are pinned to poster display boards.

https://www.myesr.org/) and the largest in the world

Please see the chapter on how to create these. This

is the Radiological Society of North America (RSNA,

chapter is concerned with oral papers. Typically there

http://www.rsna.org/).

are many oral papers, and each sits within a specific
theme, for instance an imaging modality (eg PET/

Medical imaging conferences have various

CT), body part (brain) or pathology (thyroid cancer).

components that usually include an exhibition by

In some conferences there can be over a thousand

industry, interactive poster sessions and oral papers.

oral presentations, and this means that there will have
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to be many parallel oral papers sessions, forcing the

secret they do share information about discoveries

delegate to decide which they wish to attend. It is

and give insights into what might be over the horizon,

important that the delegate has decided what oral

through lectures for all to attend. Also, for their current

sessions they wish to attend prior to arriving at the

and potential customers, they provide activities

conference; otherwise they can become overwhelmed

and sessions just for them. These come in various

by the choice, leading to precious time being lost

forms, including whole evening events of oral papers,

reading the conference booklets while trying to decide

discussion forums and food. Often these are referred

what to see. Normally the conference booklets, which

to as ‘user groups’.

list all sessions, poster/paper titles, times and venues,
are available as PDF downloads well in advance

Aside the technical exhibition there is the scientific

of the conference to allow for planning. For some

session, comprising posters and oral sessions.

conferences there are applications that delegates can

Both of these allow researchers to share their work

use to download this information onto their mobile

and receive feedback on it. The purpose of sharing

phones, to carefully plan which session they want

work is to influence others, such they might adopt

to see and allow for easy reference throughout the

some of the ideas into their [clinical] practice.

conference itself.

Receiving feedback on your research is important,
as it allows for experts in the field to comment on

Different people want different things from a

your work when it is presented. Whilst this process

conference. Manufacturers want to promote and

can be challenging, or even intimidating, it can help

sell their products, encourage customer loyalty

with identifying errors in the work which might be

through pre and after sales support and provide

corrected before the work is published into a journal.

benevolent services too (eg free education). These

It can also give you ideas for future research projects.

activities manifest themselves in many ways. For

Good work should not stop at being presented in a

instance, within the exhibition itself their staff will

conference; it should be written up and submitted to

offer technical information about their products;

a journal as a paper. Journals have a much greater

they also provide lectures which go well beyond the

reach than conferences; consequently work in

sales pitch. Manufacturers are at the cutting edge

journals is more likely to influence change.

of technical innovation and they place significant
financial investment into future products. Whilst their
research and development work is a closely guarded
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Conferences are excellent for professional

seek permission and support. Internal processes

networking. They allow those with common interests

for granting permission and support vary greatly

to come together to discuss common problems

between institutions, but broadly they fall into two

and solutions. Networks can be formal or informal.

categories – formal and informal. The formal option

Formal would typically involve a professional/

normally involves completing paperwork, to explain

scientific body or manufacturer providing a forum for

what you want, why you want it, and what the cost is.

debate, sharing of research and sharing of practice.

The paperwork is often scrutinized by a committee

Normally these events would be organised by a

who decide whether or not to support you, in full or in

committee, the composition of which would have the

part. The informal option is becoming less common,

common interest at its heart. Often such forums and

and this happens at local/department level. Here

committees produce guidelines, which can inform

your department or an individual in that department

practice. An informal network would involve people

decides, and the decision making process might not

coming together without the need of committee

involve completing paperwork. If you use holidays and

structures, but the purpose is the same.

your own finances to attend then employer permission
will not be necessary. Many conferences have ‘early

Preparing to present at a conference

bird’ fees, which can offer a good reduction on the

If you have not presented at a conference before then

conference fee. You also need to consider whether

it is worth your while to take advice and support from

you want or need to attend the whole conference.

somebody who has. They will help you identify the

In many cases, you may only need to be there on a

things that need to be done, when and how. They will

single day to deliver your oral presentation or defend

help you avoid problems and probably speed up the

your poster, but for an international conference,

process. In doing so their input will make the whole

anything other than a full attendance may be

process run more smoothly and this should result in a

impractical.

better experience for you.
At the onset it is important that you know what you
If you wish to take study leave to attend and/or

want to present at the conference. Most people who

seek financial support from your employer then at

present for the first time typically do a single poster

the onset you should seek permission from your

or single oral paper. If it is your first time then don’t

employer. Your line manager should be able to

overstretch yourself by committing to several. Posters

advise on what process you must engage with to

and oral papers can be mentally demanding and
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some people find them stressful. See how the first

Coming back to what you wish to present at the

one goes, and if you enjoy it then do more than one

conference, it is important that you know the topic

next time. In many conferences you will see certain

area(s) well. You should have read widely about

‘names’ crop up many times in the oral and poster

that topic; you should be aware of work similar to

sessions. They may do several, possibly in excess of

yours and be familiar with it. You should build on

ten. Typically these are experienced researchers and

that work and have a clear idea where your work fits

presenters and they have been doing this for many

within what we know already and what is already

years.

published. Unless your presentation is ‘political’, you
should minimise anecdote and personal opinion. For

It is important that you allow plenty of time to

scientific presentations you can make yourself look

prepare for a conference presentation, poster or oral.

silly and poorly informed if you do not do this. If you

Research work takes a lot of preparation time, as

use somebody’s research findings or ideas within

you will have conducted the research, analysed the

your own presentation you must acknowledge them

data and understood what it means well in advance

formally (use references, ideally at the bottom of the

of the conference. Depending upon the rigour of

slide, but avoid cluttering this with too much reference

the research it would typically mean the work would

information). It is also a good idea to anticipate the

have commenced at least 12 months prior to the

questions or comments that may arise – what are

conference. If there are several co-authors working

the limitations of your work; can you justify your

on the same presentation, it can also take extra time

methodological choices?

to come to a mutual agreement of the content. This
will be discussed further in the next section. Some

Co-author and acknowledgements

oral presentations (eg ‘review and invited’ papers)

Co-authorship can be a major source of tension,

require a lot less time. Here experts outline key issues

particularly when people are excluded. They may feel

in a particular area, using already published material,

aggrieved and even allege academic misconduct.

often along with some of their own observations. The

To minimise the chance of this occurring you should

people who deliver these are usually at the leading

agree the authorship at the onset. First let’s consider

edge of their subject, and they can put together their

acknowledgments. People are acknowledged for

presentation in a fairly short time, perhaps within a

helping out, for instance helping with data collection,

few months. Review/invited papers will be explained

typing results into a computer and maybe helping

in detail later in this chapter.

to identify volunteers for research studies. Strictly
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speaking they make no intellectual contribution to

you must select your words very carefully, as 250 or

the work and are easily differentiated on this basis.

less isn’t much to convey what your work is about

By contrast co-authors do make an intellectual

in order to convince the panel who will judge it and

contribution, and this can come in many forms.

decide on whether it should be presented. Your

For instance they may have: made a substantial

abstract should describe what your work is about.

contribution to conception and design, acquisition

It would use accepted abbreviations and ideally use

of data, or analysis and interpretation of data;

the controlled vocabulary of the Medical Subject

drafted the work or revised it critically for important

Headings (MeSH)1. Full papers are not common,

intellectual content; whatever their involvement they

but if they are required they could be in the region

should have seen the final version of the work and

of 2500-5000 words; they would be like a journal

approved it. All authors should have ownership of

article. Whatever the format, you should look at the

the work and all of them should be able to deliver the

conference web site and find the instructions that are

conference presentation or defend the conference

set out for would-be presenters. Follow that advice to

poster. It is equally bad academic conduct to have

the letter.

a co-author on a paper that is not deserving of
authorship.

Once the abstract/full paper has been written it must
be submitted to the conference; this is normally done

Full paper or abstract?

through a web-based submission system. As part

When you know what you wish to present at the

of the submission process you would normally be

conference the next thing to find out is what do the

expected to tick boxes about ethical compliance and

conference organisers need from you in order to

also the transference of copyright in the event of your

decide whether your work is good enough or not?

work being accepted. Since there are often many

Typically an abstract is needed; occasionally a full

categories (eg brain) for posters and oral sessions,

paper is required. An abstract is a short summary of

when you submit your work for consideration you

your work, normally 250 words or less. It captures

should also tick the box for which category it fits

in a concise fashion the key elements of your work.

within. Finally, many conferences require you to

For research the typical abstract structure would be:

declare any conflict of interest. An example of

purpose, method, results, conclusion. If you wish to

a conflict could be that your work is financially

present a review paper (see later in this chapter) then

supported by a company that has a vested interest in

you must create the structure yourself. For abstracts

your work. Ensure that you are aware of the abstract
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submission deadline, and also make a note of any

email. In some cases you have to acknowledge that

future deadlines – some conferences require you to

you will present the poster/oral paper. Also there is

upload a poster or oral presentation in advance of the

normally a requirement that you register as a delegate

conference.

for the conference by a specific date. Failure to do
so could mean that your poster/oral presentation is

If you are submitting an abstract for invited, keynote

automatically withdrawn.

or eponymous lectures you might also be required
to submit a short biography about yourself. More

English

information about these sorts of lectures are given

The official language of many conferences is English.

later in this chapter.

Whether you are an indigenous English speaker or
not you should consider getting help with written

Once your abstract or full paper has been submitted

and spoken English. Meanings can get lost through

it will be judged, usually on a double blind basis, by

poor use of English, the abstract might be rejected

two of more members of the conference scientific

and/or your oral/poster presentation might be

committee. Double blind means the judges will not

misunderstood.

know who you are and you will not know who they
are. Often the judges use a numeric scoring system

Which conference should you attend?

and also free text comments. It normally takes 2-3

You must first make a decision on which conference

months to find out whether your work has been

to attend. First and foremost the conference must

accepted or rejected. The outcome of this process

be relevant to your work. Audience size might be

is as follows: oral paper – accept, reject or offer as

important too, as there is nothing more disheartening

a poster; Poster (electronic or physical) – accept or

than presenting your work to small numbers of

reject. If your paper is rejected as an oral paper and

people. Audience size at the European Congress of

accepted as a poster do not be too upset as posters

Radiology can be quite large, often being in the low

are excellent ways to communicate your findings,

hundreds. Citation is important too, and this often

they appear in the abstract books and unlike oral

comes with conferences that publish the abstracts (or

papers, an electronic poster has the benefit of being

full papers) and where a conferences abstracts book

available for others to see after the conference and

is available with ISBN; better still that the abstracts

a physical poster can be displayed in your place of

(or full papers) are published within a peer review

work. Confirmation (accept or reject) comes as an

journal. In both instances your work is available
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beyond the conference itself, and possibly searchable

associated with a set of proffered papers; if the

through databases such as Medline, consequently

theme for the session is brain (perhaps focused to

your work stands a better chance of getting cited.

one pathology) then the invited paper will be about

Other factors to bear in mind are cost and location;

that. The invited paper will summarise the literature

some conferences can be cheap to attend and

in a highly specific field and the presenter will usually

the registration fee for the European Congress of

use examples from their research too. Their length

Radiology for students can be around 50 Euros. By

varies from 20-30 minutes. Debate papers come in

contrast other conferences can be several hundred

two forms, for and against. These tend to be short (eg

Euros. The cost of getting to the conference venue

5-15 minutes) and they present key arguments about

obviously depends upon location and transport

the positives or negatives of a contentious point.

options to get there. Most people present at a national

After the papers have been given the audience and a

conference before presenting at an international one.

panel of experts cross examine the people who gave
the two papers and at the end there can be a vote, to

Types of oral presentation

decide who won. The voting is usually light hearted,

So far this chapter has considered general information

however the cross examination after the for/against

about conferences and presenting posters/oral paper

papers have been given can be intense. Eponymous

at them, from here we shall only consider oral papers.

lectures are named after people (eg Marie Curie
Lecture) or places, and typically they can be up to 1

There are many types of oral paper within a

hour duration. They are big invited presentations and

conference: examples include proffered, invited,

follow the same format; they are given by well know

keynote, eponymous, highlights and debate. Proffered

people. They can also be an incentive for delegates

is the most common by far; these comprise the

to attend a conference. There are not usually more

presentations given by those people who submitted

than a few eponymous lectures in a conference,

their abstracts/full papers. Their length varies from

typically 5 or less depending upon the size of a

5-6 minutes to 12-15 minutes. Time is also allowed

conference. Keynote lectures are usually given by

for questions. The other papers are by invitation.

world leading figures and again follow a similar format

Here the conference committee select topics and

to invited and eponymous presentations, being up

people to give them. Normally all of these would be

to 1 hour duration. Depending upon conference

given by individuals who are well known scientists/

size there might be one or more key notes. The final

clinicians in their field. Invited papers are typically

type of presentation is highlights. This is the final
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presentation of the conference and everybody is

sticks and email them to yourself) – just in case. On

invited to attend this. Normally they occur just prior

arrival at the conference you will need to check them

to the conference closing ceremony. They tend to be

in, if you have not done so already over the internet.

delivered by people well known within the conference,

When checking them in (this tends to occur in a place

for instance these people would have published a fair

called the ‘speaker ready room’) do review them on a

number of journal papers and have presented a fair

conference computer to make sure that no formatting

number of posters and oral papers (various types) at

errors have occurred.

the conference you are attending. They will be well
known and respected in that conference and will likely

Try to avoid having more than 2 slides per minute.

be a member of the conference organising/scientific

The first slide should be the title slide; it will include

committee.

the title of the presentation and indicate the authors
and their affiliations/institutions. It is a good idea to

Visual aids

follow this with an ‘overview’ slide; this would simply

Most people use visual aids to help deliver their

and concisely outline the main headings within your

presentation and you would be well advised to

talk and its structure. If you use animations (within

do the same. You will need to use some form of

a slide) do not use overly elaborate ones or they

generic presentation software (eg PowerPoint) and

might be distracting to your audience. For each slide

the conference itself will likely inform you what that

it is a good idea to reveal ‘a bit at a time’, rather to

will be. Do use what they say, do not use something

show everything at once. This helps your audience

else as they might not be able to accommodate you.

assimilate the information in a fashion which you

Be mindful of the colours you select when creating

think is logical. Choose the words you use on your

your slides, as some of your audience might be

slides carefully: rule of thumb – keep them simple

colour blind or have dyslexia.2 3 There is lots of

and specific to the subject at hand. Technical words

online help for tips on how to make good PowerPoint

are fine, so long as they are commonly used in that

presentations.4

field. Avoid having too many words on a slide and use

,

acronyms/abbreviations with caution. Pictures paint
When you have created your slides you might be able

a thousand words, so consider using photographs

to submit them over the internet prior to attending the

and diagrams. Charts are a valuable way to explain

conference. If this is not the case then do carry copies

quantitative data.

of the slides in multiple forms (2 or more memory
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The inclusion of video and sound into a presentation

Structuring your presentation

can be useful and powerful, however on occasion

The easiest structure is for proffered papers for

they might not work. So make sure you have tried

research – introduction including rationale, method,

them in the lecture theatre the day before and if

results, discussion and conclusion. Do you not use

necessary consider alerting the technician at the

anecdotes; do not use personal opinion. Invited,

back of the room about this. Charts/graphs should

keynote and eponymous lectures need to have a

be clear, they should be large enough to be seen

structure imposed into them, and they logically

from anywhere in the lecture theatre and they should

comprise beginning, middle and end. The beginning

be labelled adequately. When using a graph/chart in

gives background to the topic and purpose of the

your presentation you should explain what it is about,

presentation, typically it would justify why this is

explain the axes and finally point out clearly what your

the right time for this presentation to be given. The

audience should be looking at in the chart/graph.

middle would comprise a set of important issues to

If you do not have the time to do all of this in your

be explored; the issues would unfold in a logical and

presentation then ask yourself, ‘do I really need this

progressive order. The end would summarise the

graph/chart in my talk as it might not mean anything

key points raised and also, if required, explain what

to my audience’. Flow charts can be helpful to explain

recommendations could arise.

the order in which things occurred in your research,

Rehearsing your presentation

they can be much better than chunks of text.

It is highly recommended that you do this. First do it
Check the data in your slides. If you have a table

by yourself, in front of your computer. Speak aloud.

then make sure the numbers add up. If you have

Get used to the sound of your voice. Then, if available,

percentages make sure the numbers add up to 100.

do it in a classroom or similar. Project your slides,

Keep your data simple. Do not include spread sheet

use a pointer and again talk aloud through your

dumps comprising large amounts numbers. Your main

presentation. If there is a microphone use it, get a feel

ambition is to convey understanding and information.

for it. Then try it in front of your colleagues and ask

Keep your data (and storyline) as simple as possible.

for feedback. This should also tell you whether or not
your presentation is the right length: being nervous
can cause you to involuntarily speed up, so the more
practice you have, especially in front of others, the
better your final presentation will be.
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Your audience

theatres have a system of coloured lights that only

Prior to attending the conference find out as much

you can see when you are presenting; an amber light

as you can about the audience, as you do not want

means you have a short time left in which to finish; a

any surprises on the day. What language will you be

red light means stop right now as you have reached

expected to talk in? What do they know about your

the end of your allotted time. If there is a microphone

topic – are they novice, intermediate, expert or a

try it out and get used to it. Work out where your

mixture. A mixture is always a challenge because it is

mouth should be to get maximum audibility. On the

difficult where to pitch the level of the presentation –

day you present it is advisable to go to the room

too high and the novices will get confused, to low and

15-20 minutes before your session starts. Tell the

the experts will get bored. What are their professional

chairman you are there. They may ask you a couple of

backgrounds? How many will likely be in your

questions about you, and if you are lucky you might

audience? Incidentally large audiences can be easier

get a 10 second introduction before you start your

than small ones, because in large audiences people

presentation.

feel intimidated and don’t want to ask questions of
you after your talk. How will your audience be seated

If the room is a traditional lecture theatre then you will

– traditional lecture theatre style or something else?

likely have a lectern to present from. This might be

Finally, it might be worth finding out whether there will

on a stage. Typically people stand behind the lectern

be formal evaluation of your presentation. At some

and present from there. Occasionally people stand

conferences the audience use their mobile phones to

right at the front of the stage and even within the

rate your presentation, at the end of the session and

audience to present; for this you will need a roving/

the results are projected to the screen – this can be

clip on microphone and you will be experienced and

intimidating.

confident.

The lecture theatre

Speaking

Know which room you are to present your work within

Talking to an audience can be frightening. If you are

and ideally check your slides in that room the day

frightened your voice may change, you might find it

before. Try everything out. See whether they have

hard to think and communicate. You might fidget.

an electronic pointer and become familiar with it. Do

All of this distracts your audience and it can have

not hold pointers at arm’s length because nerves

a negative impact on you. You need to develop a

make your hands and the pointer shake. Many lecture

strategy to deal with nerves, in order to minimise them
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and also minimise their effect on the quality of your

look where you are looking. If you want to talk to

presentation.

your audience then look directly at them, look them
in the eye, and they will likely look at you and not

For your first few presentations you will hear your

your slides. If you are at a lectern on a stage you will

own voice for the first time whilst speaking. It can

probably have a light on you, so they will be able

be an unusual experience at first, so do try out

to see you. Engage your audience. Entertain your

a microphone somewhere else before doing the

audience. Your presentation is a performance. Your

presentation. When talking making sure your voice

intention is to interest them in what you have to say.

is audible. Don’t mumble. Don’t talk too fast. Don’t

Your intention is to make them remember what you

talk in a monotonic tone, add intonation where

talked about a long time after your presentation is

appropriate. Don’t feel you need to talk all the time,

finished.

use silence from time to time. Silence is a powerful
way of communicating sometimes. Importantly,

It is a good idea to have a drink with you when you are

believe in yourself and your work and let this show

doing a talk. A small disposable plastic water bottle

through to your audience.

with the easy to drink non spill option is ideal. If it’s
your first conference presentation then make friends

Humour can be good, if done well, however humour

with the audio visual technician, as they will probably

can be difficult and also culturally specific. If you are

give you tips and look after you. Tell the session

not a born comedian then avoid humour, or your jokes

chairman this is your first presentation and they might

might not attract laughs and you could make yourself

look after you too.

look silly. As your experience of doing conference
presentations grows, you may gain the confidence to

Finally, have a strategy for how to answer the

introduce humour.

audience questions which come at the end of your
presentation. If you are new to conference presenting

Let your personality show through, be yourself and

then try to head off the unexpected – you don’t

relax. As appropriate within your presentation, smile,

want a tricky question. So tell the chairman to ask

frown, look sad, etc. Have an open posture, don’t

specific questions. Also ask your friends/colleagues

present with your arms folded. Where you look is

to do the same. It is important that co-authors are

important too. If you look at your slides and point

in the conference room for your presentation and if

at your slides with the pointer your audience will

you have a tricky question then pass the question to
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one of them. Your co-authors should be prepared to

After the conference

defend the presentation if required. If you don’t know

Reflect on your presentation and the conference as

the answer to a question then thank the person for

a whole. What went right – amplify this. What could

the question and apologise that you do not know the

be done better and how? What did you observe in

answer.

another presenter that you liked? Consider adopting
some of their presentation methods for the next time

Dress for the conference. Typically those who present

you do a presentation. Also, do develop your own

will dress smart casual or business style (eg suit). Be

style.

sensitive to cultural differences, particularly when
Finally update your CV, to include the conference

abroad.

presentation. Then write the presentation up for a

Jet lag

journal and submit it. Journal papers have much more

Presenting at conferences isn’t easy; it can be tiring

reach and value than conference presentations.

and stressful. If you are to present in another time
zone you might find you are to present when you
would normally be asleep. Therefore, consider arriving
at least 1-2 days early and don’t party all night before
your presentation.

(Endnotes)
1
2
3
4

http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/
http://www.bdadyslexia.org.uk/
http://www.colourblindawareness.org/
http://www.makeuseof.com/tag/10-tips-for-preparing-a-professional-presentation
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Part 2
Empirical research
conducted during OPTIMAX 2015
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An analysis of the validity and reliability
of a handheld ultrasound device for
measuring rectus femoris muscle size.
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Keywords

Abstract

Rectus Femoris

Background: Previous studies show that ultrasound is valid and reliable when

Reliability

measuring muscle size. A Philips handheld ultrasound device was released in

Ultrasound

April 2015. The aim of this study was to investigate the validity and reliability of the

Validity

handheld ultrasound device compared to a conventional ultrasound device, when

Handheld

measuring the size of the rectus femoris (RF).
Methods: Two sonographers scanned 39 volunteers (mean age=29.3y, 26 female),
once with the Toshiba SSA-660A (regular) ultrasound device and twice with the
Philips hand held VISIQ device. The size of the RF (expressed in cross sectional
area (CSA) was measured two ways; using the trackball on the Toshiba device and
an automatic region of interest on the VISIQ device (method 1), and an ellipse on
both devices using the formula π*half width*half length (method 2).
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Results: Method 1 resulted in an intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) of .811
with a 95% (confidence interval) CI of .773-.837 (inter-rater reliability) and .907 with
a 95% CI of .822-.951 (validity). The ICCs of method 2 were .787 with a 95% CI of
.593-.888 (inter-rater reliability) and .867 with a 95 % CI of .746-.930 (validity).
Conclusion: VISIQ is a valid and reliable device for measuring RF-CSA. In clinical
practice VISIQ could be used for measuring RF-CSA, consequently it could be an
economical and easily portable technology for use in both clinical and residential
settings

Introduction

amongst people with sarcopenia, the increased risk of

According to the profile of ageing by the United

falls and fractures, disabilities, loss of independence

Nations (UN) the percentage of the worldwide

and mobility disorders all increase the risk of death.

population over the age of 65 in 1980 was 6.0%,

Through the measurement of muscle size the risk of

and by 2013 had risen to 8.0%. The UN predicts

falls and injury can be determined early.(4)

that this percentage will increase to 15.6% by 2050.
(1) A condition of ageing is sarcopenia. The term

Computed Tomography (CT) and Magnetic

sarcopenia was first used by Rosenberg in 1989 and

Resonance Imaging (MRI) are considered to be the

literally means poverty of ﬂesh.(2) Sarcopenia is now

“gold standard” for measuring muscle size. However,

defined as a geriatric syndrome, related to the decline

high costs, long scanning times and restricted

of muscle mass and muscle function.(3) In the study

accessibility of MRI, as well as the ionizing radiation

that Cruz-Jentoft (2014) conducted on adults over

dose caused by CT, are some drawbacks of these

the age of 50; 1-29% living in community dwelling

techniques.(3) Ultrasound does not use ionizing

populations, 14-33% in long term-care populations

radiation, is relatively inexpensive, and allows for

and 10% in acute hospital care population,

a faster diagnosis, in comparison to CT and MRI.

developed sarcopenia.(4) Early life developmental

Literature shows that ultrasound is another valid and

influences, poor diet, ageing, sedentary lifestyle,

reliable scan method for measuring muscle size.

chronic diseases and certain drug treatments

(6) Giles et al. (2015) determined that ultrasound

are all contributing factors to the development of

is strongly correlated to MRI when measuring the

sarcopenia. An impaired state of health is common

rectus femoris (RF) thickness.(7) They found that the
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intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) of the mean

Methodology

difference between ultrasound and MRI for measuring

Study population

the RF is 0.858.

In this quasi-experimental study, healthy adults who
took part in OPTIMAX 2015 were invited to volunteer

A new mobile ultrasound device (VISIQ Philips

in the study. Volunteers were selected if they met

medical) was released by Philips in April 2015. The

the inclusion criteria; they had to be over the age of

VISIQ Ultrasound device is mobile, meaning the

18 and in good general health. The volunteers were

ultrasound device can be used in general health care,

fully informed about the study procedures, the aim of

for example, at nursing homes and in Intensive Care

the study and gave written informed consent before

Units. The VISIQ is more practical and convenient to

participation. This study was carried out over 3 weeks,

use than the conventional Toshiba SSA-660A Xario

at the Hanze University of Applied Sciences, Groningen,

ultrasound device because of its level of mobility.

Netherlands. Before ultrasonography measurements

Due to the often limited mobility of the elderly, visits

were taken, age, height and weight were collected

to health centres for imaging such as MRI and CT

of all participants, and the BMI calculated. Ethical

can be difficult. The mobility of the VISIQ means

approval for the study was granted by The Medical

that examinations can be carried out in the homes of

Ethical Committee, of The University Medical Centre,

elderly patients. The VISIQ is more affordable when

Groningen (reference number: METc 2015/305).

compared to the Toshiba SSA-660A. Despite the
high expectations of the VISIQ, information about the

Ultrasonography measurement

validity and reliability of VISIQ in measuring muscle

Measurements of the RF were obtained using a

size is lacking.

Toshiba SSA-660A Xario ultrasound device (Toshiba
Medical Systems Corporation, Tochigi-Ken, Japan) and

The aim of this study, therefore, is to investigate the

a Philips VISIQ ultrasound device (Philips Healthcare,

validity and reliability of VISIQ ultrasound device

Bothell, United States).(8)assessing its concordance

compared to the Toshiba SSA-660A Xario ultrasound

with dual energy X-ray densitometry (DEXA The

device, when measuring the size of the Rectus

transducers used were a curved array transducer, type

Femoris (RF) in healthy adults.

C5-2 on the VISIQ and a curved array transducer, type
PVT375BT on the Toshiba SSA-660A. A fixed scanning
protocol was used on both devices; frequency 11Hz,
gain 64 dB and a depth of 8 cm.
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Fig 1. Phantom measurements

Measurements were acquired individually by two

tasked with measuring the distances between the

trained sonographers, blinded to each other’s

lines using the Toshiba SSA-660A. While carrying

measurements. In order to investigate the inter-rater

out the tests, the previous measurements on the

reliability and the validity, both sonographers scanned

ultrasound screen were covered, making it impossible

each volunteer three times, once with the Toshiba

for the sonographers to see the results until all of the

SSA-660A and twice with the VISIQ.

tests had been completed.

Operator Measurement Accuracy test

Table 1a and 1b show the accuracy test results

Before any study data was collected, a phantom was

from both sonographers. The results gained from

used to determine the accuracy of both sonographers

the phantom show that the accuracy of both the

in taking measurements from the screen data. Test

sonographers was high as their measurements were

scans were carried out twice, on two different days,

close to the actual distances of the phantom. These

using the Toshiba SSA-660A. The phantom contained

results show that both sonographers had a 3% error

three lines of fishing wire, placed at varying distances

when measuring distance A-B, and sonographer

within gel.(9) The distance from line A to B was 3 cm,

1 had a 1% error when measuring distance B-C,

and the distance from line B to C was 4.1 cm (fig.1).

whereas sonographer 2 had a 2% error. The level of

Both sonographers were unaware of the distances

error was low for both sonographers indicating their

during the tests. Individually, the sonographers were

high level of accuracy.
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Actual distance = 3 cm
Sonographer 1

Table 1a.
test A-B

Results accuracy

Sonographer 2

T0 Measured

3.10

3.17

T1 Measured

3.09

3.10

Measured= measured distance between A-B in cm

Actual distance= 4.1 cm

Table 1b.
test B-C

Results accuracy

Sonographer 1

Sonographer 2

T0 Measured

4.23

4.21

T1 Measured

4.12

4.20

Measured= measured distance between B-C in cm

Measurements of RF muscle

an automatic ROI was used to determine RF CSA

Imaging was conducted with the volunteer lying

on the VISIQ. The last measurement was the CSA of

supine with a rested extended leg. The cross

the RF using an ellipse equation. Half of the depth

sectional area (CSA) of the RF was measured in order

(a; representing the minor ellipse axis) and half of the

to determine muscle size. To establish the location

width (b; representing the major ellipse axes) were

of the CSA of the RF muscle, a mark between the

calculated using the equation, πab, to give the area of

superior patella border and the Anterior Superior Iliac

the ellipse. For all the three measurement methods,

Spine (ASIS) was made on the right upper leg. This

RF-CSA was expressed in cm².

point represents the maximum size of the RF muscle.
Method of analysis
Three measurement methods were considered when

Data was analysed using IBM SPSS Statistics

measuring the CSA during this research; manual

20, for windows. Two outcomes were calculated;

trackball, automatic ROI and ellipse equation. (8,10)

inter-rater reliability and validity. The inter-rater

assessing its concordance with dual energy X-ray

reliability was assessed by comparing the first

densitometry (DEXA To assess RF CSA on the

VISIQ scan from sonographer 1, with the first

Toshiba SSA-660A, the manual trackball was used.

VISIQ scan from sonographer 2. The validity was

As a manual trackball is not available on the VISIQ,

assessed by comparing the first VISIQ scan carried
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out by sonographer 1, with the Toshiba SSA-660A

females and 12.96 cm² for the males. More participant

scan carried out by sonographer 1. An Intra-class

characteristics are listed in Table 2.

Correlation Coefficient (ICC) test was carried out
to assess the level of agreement between both

Validity

sonographers. A Bland Altman plot was constructed

Table 3 shows the results of the validity assessment of

to visualize the spread of the data.

the different measurement methods. The comparison
of the CSA of the manual trackball and the automatic

Results

ROI yielded an ICC score of .907. The manual

Subjects

trackball compared to the ellipse equation yielded an

Thirty nine volunteers were used for this study, of

ICC of .802. Comparing the ellipse equations between

which 26 were females and 13 males. The age of

both devices resulted in an ICC of .867.

the volunteers ranged between 18 and 62 years.
The mean diameter of the RF at its thickest point,

Two outliers were identified (Fig 2a). These outliers

measured by the Toshiba SSA-660A, was 2.07 cm

were re-measured and the ICC tests were repeated

for females and 2.31 cm for the males. The mean

(Fig 2b). The results of the CSA range improved from

CSA of the RF measured using the trackball function

.802 - .907 to .826 - .968.

on the Toshiba SSA-660A, was 9.40 cm² for the

Table 2 Participant
characteristics

Mean

Min

Max

SD

Age (years)

29.3

18

62

11.92

Weight (kg)

72.49

58.10

103.60

13.32

Height (m)

1.74

1.60

1.99

.089

BMI (kg/m2)

23.9

17.80

31.90

3.87

Upper leg(cm)

44.4

41.0

51.0

2.77

RF- Diameter (cm)

2.15

1.63

3.29

.33

CSA(cm2)

10.43

2.13

19.29

2.93

Min= minimum, Max= maximum, SD= standard deviation
Upper leg = distance between Anterior Superior Iliac Spine (ASIS) and Patella, RF-Diameter=
Rectus femoris diameter measured with Toshiba SSA-660,CSA = Cross-sectional area
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CSA Manual trackball

Initial measurement

Re-measurement

ICC

95% CI

ICC

95 % CI

.907*

.822 - .951

.968*

.932 - .984

.802*

.508- .909

.826*

.327- .934

.867*

.746- .930

.911*

.795- .957

vs. Automatic ROI*
CSA Manual trackball
vs. Ellipse equation*
Table 3 Validity
measurements between the
Toshiba and VISIQ devices of
the different measurements
methods

Ellipse equations

ICC= intraclass correlation, 95%CI = 95% Confidence Interval, CSA = Cross-sectional area,
ROI= Region of Interest, Ellipse= ellipse equation, * p-value <.001

Fig 2a Scatter plot of initial
measurements of the Crosssectional area (CSA) using
the trackball function on the
Toshiba SSA-660A compared
to the automatic Region of
interest (ROI) function on the
VISIQ device.
Fig 2b Scatter plot of remeasurements of the Crosssectional area (CSA) using
the trackball function on the
Toshiba SSA-660A compared
to the automatic Region of
interest (ROI) function on the
VISIQ device.

Reliability

Altman plot illustrates the spread of the differences

The ICC of the CSA measured by the automatic ROI

of the measurements between the two devices, with

(.881) and the ellipse equations (.787) carried out

a systematic error of -.29 and limits of agreement

by the two sonographers (Table 4), show a strong

between -3.10 and 2.52 (Fig 3).

positive correlation. The correlation increased to .905
and .842 respectively after re-measurement. A Bland
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Fig3 Bland Altman plot
between sonographer
one and sonographer two
measurements of RF-CSA
with the automatic ROI after
re-measurement. A positive
value indicates that the
measured value of the RF-CSA
of sonographer one is higher
than the measurement of
sonographer two.

Table 4

Inter- rater Reliability

Initial measurement

Re-measurement

ICC

95% CI

ICC

95 % CI

CSA-ROI

.881*

.773-.837

.905*

.820-.950

CSA- Ellipse

.787*

.593-.888

.842*

.701-.917

ICC= intraclass correlation, 95%CI = 95% Confidence Interval,
CSA = Cross-sectional area, ROI= Region of Interest, Ellipse= ellipse equation, * p-value <.00

Discussion

trackball, automatic ROI and ellipse equation. In

The aim of this research was to investigate the

accordance with previous studies, e.g. Reeves et

validity and reliability of the VISIQ compared to the

al.(2004), our study considered the manual trackball

Toshiba SSA-660A for measuring the CSA of the RF.

CSA measurement as the gold standard.(11)disuse

Results show that the level of agreement between

and ageing. The considered ‘gold standard’ for

the sonographers (ICC between .787 to .881) and the

cross-sectional area measurements of muscle size

validity of the VISIQ compared to the Toshiba SSA-

is magnetic resonance imaging (MRI Our study is

660A (ICC between .802 to .907) are both excellent.

the first to use an automatic ROI to determine the
RF CSA. A disadvantage of this method is that it

Three measurement methods were considered

is impossible to delineate the edge of the muscle

for measuring CSA during this research; manual

because the ROI has fixed borders. Despite this
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limitation the correlation between the trackball and

et al (2012) (25 participants) and Seymour et al. (26

the automatic ROI is high (ICC .907) (table 3). An

participants).(12,14) An additional strength of our

automatic ROI and an ellipse equation were also used

method is that a blinded phantom test has been

to determine CSA. ICC values of .802 for the ellipse

performed to minimise measurement biases between

equation and .867 for the automatic ROI suggest

the two sonographers. The outcome of this study

there is a strong correlation between the trackball

was that both sonographers performed similarly and

and the ellipse measurements. Awadh et al. (2006)

consistently accurately.

suggested that an ellipse measurement can be
used to measure the CSA of the heart as a valid and

Limitations

reliable measurement.(10)

During the research some limitations of the method
came to light. First; the different methods of

On initial analysis, two outliers were identified (Fig2a).

measurements used on both devices were a limitation

After the outliers were investigated and subsequently

of the study. The VISIQ did not have a manual

re-measured (Fig2b), the ICC RF CSA (Toshiba) versus

trackball function meaning the CSA could not be

the automatic ROI measurement (VISIQ) improved

assessed in the same way as the Toshiba SSA-660A.

from .907 to .948. Prior to analysis, we recommend

In order to assess the CSA on the VISIQ an ellipse

that the ROI and ellipse positions should be reviewed

equation (πab) was used. An advantage of using

to ensure placement accuracy. Another explanation

the equation to assess the CSA of the RF is that the

for the outliers may be due to the difficulty of

calculation can be applied to the scans from both

measuring the CSA on the VISIQ. The VISIQ has fixed

the VISIQ and the Toshiba SSA-660A. The fact that

borders which restrict measurement parameters of

this kind of calculation can be done on both devices

the muscle.

allows the results to be truly comparable. A previous
study used this equation to measure CSA.(10)

Strengths

Second; the CSA was measured using the trackball

Confidence in the results are strengthened by a

on the Toshiba, and the automatic ROI on the VISIQ.

number of factors. In this study a curved-array

The automatic ROI function (ICC .907) and the ellipse

transducer was used on both devices. Hammond

equation (ICC .802) of the VISIQ were compared to

et al(2014) showed that this transducer is valid and

the CSA measured by the manual trackball function

reliable when measuring muscle size.(13) This study

of the Toshiba device. Even though the correlation

population is comparable to studies such as Thomaes

between the ellipse equation (VISIQ) and the manual
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measurement of the CSA (Toshiba) is the lowest of all,
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This study was conducted on healthy adults and may
not necessarily apply to the elderly population as
both functional and structural changes in muscles are
common with aging. Therefore, further research in the
use of the VISIQ to measure muscle size of the elderly
may give more information. Similarly, to assess the
use of the VISIQ for diagnosing sarcopenia in elderly,
more research is needed.

Conclusion
VISIQ is a valid and reliable device for measuring
RF CSA. In clinical practice VISIQ could be used
for measuring RF CSA. Consequently it could be an
economical and easily portable technology for use in
both clinical and residential settings.
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Abstract

Smartphone

Introduction: Recent studies have stated that the use of real time dosimeters

Radiation

decreases occupational dose. Since 2015, 54.9% of the European population

Protection

carries a smartphone and new technology gives us the opportunity to use

Dosimetry

smartphones as real time dosimeters. The aim of the study is to investigate the

CMOS

reliability and validity of using the smartphone with applications or peripherals as a
personal real time dosimeter.
Method: Three different makes of Android smartphones were used with
RadioactivityCounter, Pocket Geiger Type6 and Smart Geiger. Tests were done
with x-ray radiation, and the devices were used to measure the dose rate from
sources of the isotopes; 57Co, 99mTc and 137Cs.
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Results: The short exposure time (x-ray pulse) showed measurement equal to the
background radiation, however the constant exposure time showed some reliable
and valid results. The Smart Geiger showed -71.51 ±7.1% average accuracy, the
RadioactivityCounter showed -55.79% ±44.7% average accuracy while the Pocket
Geiger Type6 showed a -25.52% ±10.8% average accuracy.
Discussion and conclusion: During the short exposure test, no radiation was
detected. This is due to the software being designed for constant dose rates. When
exposed to a constant radiation source; The Smart Geiger reported low doses,
but there was no proof to suggest the device was actually detecting radiation; the
RadioactivityCounter had a higher reliability and validity than the Smart Geiger; the
results suggest that the Pocket Geiger Type6 could be possible reliable and valid
detection device.

Introduction

peripherals (interface devices), as they contain

According to the World Health Organisation there are

a complimentary metal-oxide-semiconductor

3.6 billion X-ray examinations performed, 37 million

(CMOS) sensor in the camera.3 As of 2015, 54.9%

nuclear medicine procedures carried out and 7.5

of all the European population carry smartphones,

million radiotherapy treatments delivered worldwide

with predictions for 2017 reaching over 65%.4 This

annually. Several of these scenarios involve a member

indicates a great potential for the smartphone as a

of staff receiving a low dose of radiation

dose monitor.

Recent studies suggest that using real time dosimeter

The criteria and performance limits of the personal

in certain clinical settings reduces occupation dose.

dosimeters for ionising radiation are set in the

2

Different technologies are available to demonstrate

ISO14146:2000 standard. It states that the personal

occupation dose measurement, for example, bespoke

dosimeter can have an accuracy with an error of

technology (e.g. TLD badges) or generic technology

anywhere between ± 50% of the true dose, and still

(e.g. Smartphones). Smartphones have the potential

be valid for use.5

to be converted into personal real time dosimeters
by the use of radiation detection applications and
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Due to shortage of research into the potential

Materials and methods

clinical use of the applications and peripherals for

Equipment

smartphones, this research will provide information

In this study two peripherals and one stand-alone

about the reliability and validity of the application

application (collectively referred to as devices) for

“RadioactivityCounter”,6 the USB attachable “Pocket

measuring radiation are discussed. All of which are

Geiger Type6 , and the audio jack attachable “Smart

available to the public as they are easily purchased

Geiger”. These will be compared to standard dose

from internet suppliers (Table 1). The devices were

rate measurement equipment, the UNFORS Xi and a

combined with three different smartphones from HTC,

Messbereich FH40F2.

Samsung and Sony (Table 2). The different types of

”7

8

smartphones provide inter-rater reliability in this study.
Should dose readings from smartphones be proven
reliable and valid as the personal dosimeters used in

The CMOS chip in the camera of the smartphones

hospitals today,5 they would provide a readily available

is a semiconductor, which converts photons

way to measure dose in real time. This has the

into electrical charges. This is measured by the

potential to reduce occupation dose.

RadioactivityCounter,6 as a count, which is then
converted into a dose rate. The CMOS chip is
sensitive to visible light,9 therefore; two pieces of
electrical insulating tape were placed over the lens

Table 1 The price and
producer for the devices

Table 2 The distributor,
model and FCC ID for the
smartphones

Device

Price

Producer

RadioactivityCounter

€3,5

Rolf-Dieter Klein

Pocket Geiger Type6

€40

Radiation-Watch

Smart Geiger

€30

FT Lab

Manufacturer

Model

FCC ID

Samsung

Galaxy s4

A3LGTI9506

HTC

One M7

NM8PN07100

Sony

Z3 compact

PY7PM-0810
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of the camera to reduce the chance of visible light

The phantom was positioned at the end of the x-ray

being detected. The CMOS chip would then only be

table, correctly centred to the main radiation beam,

exposed to ionising radiation able to penetrate the

with collimation of 18cm x 18cm. Tube voltage was set

insulating tape. The Pocket Geiger Type6 and the

on 125 kVp and the tube load was set at 25 mAs. The

Smart Geiger have external semiconductors, and

devices were placed 30 cm away from the edge of the

these are used to detect the radiation, instead of the

phantom, as illustrated in Figure 1.

6

6

camera CMOS chip.

7,8

Basic measurements with an UNFORS Xi dosimeter
The data was collected separately in three

were done to ensure the secondary radiation was

experiments; therefore, the method will be divided in

the same at different angles and heights, so that the

three parts; short exposure time, constant exposure

position of the devices had no effect on the results.

with different sources and constant exposure with
Constant exposure with different radiation

different distances

sources
Short exposure time using X-Radiation

To achieve a constant exposure time with different

An x-ray unit (DIGITAL DIAGNOSTIC NZR 83,

gamma energies and dose rates, three radioactive

PHILIPS, Netherlands), with a 0.22 mmCu and a 1.0

sources with different isotopes were used. The

mmAl filter was used to perform this experiment. A

isotopes, activity and the calculated dose rates of the

stack of Plexiglas measuring 16 cm in height and

sources at 30 cm are listed in Table 3. Cobalt - 57 and

a width of 30 cm was used as a phantom to create

Technetium - 99m emit photons with energy of 122keV

realistic scattered radiation.

and 141keV respectively and are often used in nuclear

Figure 1 Setup of the short
exposure time measurements
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Table 3 The main energy,
activity and calculated dose
rate at 30 cm of the radioactive
sources used.

Main energy (keV) Activity (μBq)

Calculated dose rate (μSv/h)

57Co

122

1.10

0.28

137Cs

662

6.74

6.96

99mTc

141

82.4

21.06

medicine.10 Caesium - 137 (gamma energy 662keV) is

FH40F2, to ensure all four points were receiving the

used in medical therapy as a cancer treatment.

same level of radiation.

The setup of the measurement is seen in Figure 2.

The Pocket Geiger Type6 and the Smart Geiger

All radioactive sources were individually placed at

showed an average dose rate after 5 minutes of

point O. The three devices were placed at each of

continuous recording. The RadioactivityCounter

the points A, B and C, all 30 cm from point O. The

logged a dose rate every minute and was left to

Messbereich FH40F2 was placed at D, also 30 cm

record for 5 minutes and an average was taken. The

from point O. The devices remained in the same spot

results are shown in Table 5.

11

for each measurement, but the placement of the
smartphones were alternated to create the different

Constant exposure with different distances

combinations. The sensors were pointed towards the

To further test the abilities of the devices to measure

source, to ensure directional sensitivity did not affect

different dose rates, another 137Cs source (0.22MBq)

the results.13 The smartphones were set in flight mode,

was used and the devices were tested at three

the Wi-Fi was turned off and the media volume was

different distances; 15 cm, 30 cm and 45 cm from the

turned up to optimise the working conditions of the

source, see Figure 3.

devices.
The true dose rate was calculated for the low
The level of radiation at each position was measured

activity 137Cs source, 0.912 µSv/h at 15 cm,

using a Messbereich FH40F2, to ensure the results

0.228µSv/h at 30 cm and 0.101µSv/h at 45 cm.

could be compared. The FH40F2 was seen to give

Dose rate measurements of the nine combinations

the true value, due to it being calibrated for hospital

of devices and smartphones were recorded for 5

use. Each time the isotope was changed, points A,

minutes at each of the three distances. The results are

B, C and D were measured for 3 minutes using the

displayed as three graphs in Figure 4. The calculated
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Figure 2 Setup of
measurement with Constant
exposure, different sources.
The devices are A: Smart
Geiger, B: Pocket Geiger
Type6, C: RadioactivityCounter
and D: Messbereich FH40F2.
Aall devices were 30 cm from
point O were the different
radioactive sources were
placed.

Figure 3 Setup of the
measurement with constant
exposure, different distances
(15 cm, 30 cm and 45 cm) from
the source, to get different
dose rates with a 137Cs source.
The image shows the situation
with 15 cm.
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true dose rate is also shown in the graphs to provide a

To assess the validity of each device the standard

visual comparison.

deviation of the % error was calculated, both for
each smartphone used with one device and all

Data analysis

measurements done with that device.

The data were compiled into a table using Microsoft
Excel 2010, displaying all values taken from the

Results

different combinations of the equipment. The

Short exposure time

accuracy from the different smartphone and devices

The measurements received when using the short

was determined. And an equation was used to

exposure times all showed a peak at the point of

determine the validity of the results compared with the

exposure. However, these readings dropped to

standard detection device or calculation, allowing the

a background dose rate in a few seconds due to

validity to be seen as % error:

the short exposure. The background exposure
measurements can be seen in Table 4. The UNFORSE

% error = h - h h *100%. Eq 1

Xi measured the short time exposure to give a dose
between 5.3 and 9.2 µSv per exposure.

Where h is measured dose (µSv) per hour with one
of the devices and h is the same unit from standard
dose measurement equipment or calculated dose
rate, seen as the true dose. If the % error is between
± 50%, the device will have the reliability needed to be
used as a personal dosimeter.5

Smart-phone

Radioactivity-Counter

Pocket Geiger Type6

Smart Geiger

Dose rate

Dose rate

Dose rate

CPM

(uSv/h)
Table 4 Measurements of
the background dose rate
and counts per minutes(CPM)
using the different brands of
smartphones and all devices

HTC

18.54

CPM

(µSv/h)
15.2

0.03

CPM

(µSv/h)
1.80

0.10

0.0

Samsung

0.06

1.8

0.06

3.20

0.10

0.0

Sony

0.08

9.0

0.07

3.80

0.10

0.0
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COBALT

CAESIUM

TECHNETIUM

Radiactivity-

Dose rate 0.29 μSv/h

Dose rate 6.43 μSv/h

Dose rate 13.77 μSv/h

Counter

Average

μSv/h

% error

CPM

Average μSv/h

% error

CPM

Average μSv/h

% error

CPM

HTC

13.6

0.07± 0.00

-75.86

7.0

0.06± 0.00

-99.07

29.4

10.52±10.48

-23.60

Samsung

2.3

0.13± 0.12

-55.17

4.2

0.68± 0.55

-89.42

44.8

17.72±2.95

28.69

Sony

11.6

0.07± 0.00

-75.86

43.2

21.32± 17.05 231.57

613.0

413.88±293.14 2905.66

Pocket Geiger

Average

μSv/h

% error

Average μSv/h

Type6

CPM

HTC

14.8

0.28± 0.03

-3.45

229.4

4.33± 0.13

-32.66

565.6

10.67± 0.20

-22.51

Samsung

9.6

0.18± 0.03

-37.93

225.6

4.25± 0.13

-33.90

536.0

10.11± 0.20

-26.58

Sony

12.8

0.24± 0.03

-17.24

225.0

4.24± 0.13

-34.06

574.2

10.83± 0.20

-21.35

Smart Geiger

Average

μSv/h

% error

Average μSv/h

% error

Average μSv/h

% error

CPM

CPM

Average μSv/h

% error

CPM

CPM

% error

CPM

HTC

0.4

0.10

-65.52

11.6

1.82

-71.70

16.4

2.57

-81.34

Samsung

0.0

0.10

-65.52

13.2

2.07

-67.07

14.0

2.20

-84.02

Sony

0.0

0.10

-65.52

12.0

1.88

-70.76

11.8

1.85

-86.57

Table 5: Measured counts per minute. dose rate (μSv/h) and calculated % error of the devices for each
smartphone and radioactive source. The dose rate of each source measured with the Messbereich
FH40F2 is seen as the true dose rate when Eq. 1 is used.

Table 6 The standard
deviation of the % error given in
Table 5 of each of the devices
both for each smartphone
used with one device and all
measurements done with that
device

Smartphone

Device

Total

HTC

Samsung

Sony

RadioactivityCounter

±38.7 %

±60.8 %

±1640 %

±981 %

Pocket Geiger Type 6

±14.8 %

±5.8 %

±8.8 %

±10.8 %

Smart Geiger

±8.0 %

±10.1 %

±11.0 %

±8.5 %
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Constant exposure with different sources

the Pocket Geiger Type6 it is the HTC which has the

The results gathered when using a constant exposure

largest variation with a standard deviation of ±14.8%.

with different sources are listed in Table 5. The
average error and variation expressed as standard

Table 6 also shows that the Smart Geiger has

deviation are listed in Table 6. This variation will give

the lowest variation in error between the nine

an indication on the reliability of the measurements

measurements done with this device. It can be

done with a device.

noted that the Smart Geiger will not give dose rate
values below 0.1 μSv/h. It will give this value as

All devices were able to detect the increase in dose

an estimate of the background radiation. When

rate with different isotopes on all smartphones.

measuring the lowest dose rate from the 57Co all of

However, the results from the RadiactivityCounter

the measurements are equal this “background” dose

vary widely between -99.07% and +2905.66%.

rate. When looking at the reliability all the nine % error

Two measurements with the Sony smartphone are

calculated from Eq. 1 are negative and larger than the

obvious anomalies,

Cs and

137

the nine measurements (

Tc, and just two of

± 50% error.

99m

Tc with HTC and Samsung)

99m

are between ± 50% of the true dose. Due to the

Constant exposure with different distances

anomalies, the standard deviations seen in Table 6 are

When testing the devices’ ability to detect change

very large for the RadiactivityCounter when using the

in dose rate due to change in distance, the

Sony smartphone, ±1640 %. Also the measurements

RadioactivityCounter did not follow the expected

with HTC and Samsung have a substantial variation

pattern (Figure 4a). The Samsung smartphone

with standard deviations, 38.7 % and 60.8 %

did initially show a decrease in dose rate when

respectively.

the distance was increased from 15 to 30 cm. But
when the distance was 45 cm it was followed by

As seen in Table 5, the Pocket Geiger Type6 is

an unexpected increase. The HTC smartphone

able to follow the increase in dose rate as stronger

maintained an almost constant dose rate regardless

radioactivity sources are applied. The accuracy

of distance from the source, and the Sony

ranges from -3.45% to -39.93%. In Table 6 the

smartphone showed an increase in dose rate as the

variation of the measurement with this device have

distance increased.

a standard deviation of total ±10.8%, in the case of
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As seen in Figure 4b the Pocket Geiger Type6

exposure was detected by the device in a 5 minute

did follow the expected decrease in dose rate as

period, the dose rate per hour would be 12 times this,

the distance was increased. All three brands of

60 µSv/h. All the devices possibly have an algorithm

smartphones followed a same declining pattern.

that categorize the short exposure as noise, thus
not taking the short exposure into account when

The Smart Geiger followed the expected pattern of

calculating the dose rate. If the software is adapted to

dose rate declining as distance increased, shown in

measure dose and not in dose rate, it could possibly

figure 4c. All three devices stopped at 0.10µSv/h at

be used to detect short time exposures from x-ray

the 45 cm distance, the lowest dose value reported

imaging exposure. But it could also be that the dose

on this device. The device behaved in this way when

rate is too large to be measured with the devices.

attached to all three smartphones. However, the

Regardless as the devices are constructed the

different phones have different dose rate response

reliability or validity are very low when used in short

and the Sony with the reached the 0.10µSv/h at

time exposure situations.

30 cm.
The Smart Geiger

Discussion

The Smart Geiger does not seem to have reliability or

The results of the experimental study show that there

validity to be seen as a potential personal dosimeter.

is the potential to use smartphones to detect radiation

The measurements performed with the device all

in a clinical setting.

have a low dose rate reading or a measurement equal
to the background estimate of 0.1 µSv/h. Failing to

Short exposure time

measure below 0.1 µSv/h reduces the reliability and

The short exposure results proved that the devices

validity for this device. It can also be added that

are unable to detect short time exposure. This is not

during the experiment, the Smart Geiger also showed

unexpected as all are dose rate meters designed to

a high sensitivity to external signals -especially cell

measure a constant exposure.6-8 The equivalent

phone signals. Due to time constraints, this could not

dose (µSv) from one short exposure would be

be investigated further.

averaged over the 5 minutes or in the case of the
RadioactivityCounter 1 minute. The UNFORSE Xi
measured the short time exposure to give a dose
between 5.3 and 9.2 µSv. If a 5 µSv short time
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Figure 4 How the dose rate,
detected by,
a) the RadioacticityCounter,
b) Pocket Geiger Type6 and
c) Smart Geiger changes
with distance, all with use
of the three smartphones
HTC(blue), Samsung(green),
Sony(red) and the calculated
dose rate(purple).
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The RadioactivityCounter

result of the double layer of tape was too some degree

The RadioactivityCounter showed a higher reliability

transparent to light. Thus in a situation with variable

and validity to detect low dose rate radiation

light the covering of the lens should be infallible.

compared to the Smart Geiger. The counts per minute
detected were dependent upon the hardware of

The Pocket Geiger Type6

the smartphone. To take the different smartphone

The Pocket Geiger Type6 was shown to be the most

hardware into account, the translation dose rate data

reliable and valid device for measuring low dose

found on the RadioactivityCounter website was used

rates. The best results were received when a Caesium

to calibrate all smartphones prior to use. Due to the

isotope was used, which could be expected, as the

lack data for the Sony Z3 Compact, an average of

original design was calibrated with Caesium.7

listed Sony smartphones was used. This potentially
caused the high deviation the smartphones results.

All measurements from combinations of radioactive

The HTC One gave the best reliability and validity of

sources and smartphones with this device are within

all the smartphones tested, even though it was stated

± 50% error, but all of them are too low.

on the RadioactivityCounter website that it should not
Due to time constraints this experiment did not

be used.6

investigate possible directional sensitivity into
Tests regarding the influence of distance showed an

account. As pointed out by Cogliati et al.9 and

increased in dose rate along with the distance from

Kaandorp and de Lange12 this could interfere with the

the radiation source. This unexpected result is not

reliability and validity.

in accordance with inverse square law. A possible
explanation for this is due to natural light from

Conclusion

windows without curtains in the laboratory. When the

From our results it seems as the Pocket Geiger Type6

experiment started at 15 cm, the sky was cloudy, but

can be used as a reliable and valid detection device. A

as the distance increased the sun broke through the

continual exposure situation with dose rates between

clouds and the level of natural light in the laboratory

0.1-14µSv/h is an important margin. This device had

increased. The RadioactivityCounter uses the built in

an average error reading -25.52%, while a personal

camera of the smartphones and the camera have to be

dosimeter may have an accuracy of anywhere

covered with black tape to prevent the light to expose

between ± 50% of the true dose, and still be valid for

the camera. The result seen in Figure 4a could be a

use.5
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It is interesting to see if this research could be
followed up with an investigation into the use of the
Pocket Geiger type6 during fluoroscopy.
Another approach is an investigation into the
possibility to modify the software from the Pocket
Geiger type6 to measure short exposures.
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Abstract
Purpose: This study aims to investigate the effect of filtered back projection (FBP)
and sinogram-affirmed iterative reconstruction (SAFIRE) on the accuracy of lung
nodule diameter measurements at different dose levels.
Method: 48 CT images were acquired (at tube-current time product of 10, 20,
30 and 40 mAs) using an anthropomorphic phantom Lungman N1 ©, containing
simulated spherical lung nodules of +100 Hounsfield Units of 5, 8 and 12mm
diameter. Images were reconstructed with FBP and SAFIRE strengths 1, 3, and 5.
Twelve participants, with radiographic experience, performed nodule diameter
measurements for all images. Nodule edge sharpness was calculated for all images
by measuring the angle of profile edge slope.Contrast to Noise Ratio (CNR) values
were obtained from pixel values in regions of interest (ROIs) in the lung nodule and
background air. Measurement accuracy was assessed by calculating the absolute
error percentage (AEP) between participant’s measurements and actual nodule size.
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Results: There is no significant difference in nodule diameter measurement
between mAs values and reconstruction algorithms (p-value 0,009 - 0,969). AEP
showed no significant difference (p-value 0,041-0,969) for any of the reconstruction
algorithms.
Discussion: Previous research using SAFIRE suggests a decrease of mAs while
maintaining image quality. Furthermore, SAFIRE has the ability to increase CNR
and decrease image artefacts. However, the findings in this study suggest that
accuracy of lung nodule measurement does not improve with an increase of CNR
values nor the line profiles of edge sharpness.
Conclusion: Our study suggests that image dose levels can be reduced
without compromising nodule diameter measurement accuracy, regardless of
reconstruction method.

Introduction

and dose levels is essential for every examination.

The use of computed tomography (CT) is increasing

Optimization of image noise and spatial resolution is

in medical imaging. UNSCEAR reported a substantial

paramount for accurate radiological assessment (2).

increase of more than 40% from 1997-2007 when
compared to the previous decade. A consequence

Lung nodule measurements in CT are routinely done

of this is an increased population risk of developing

for tumour treatment response evaluation, detection

malignant tumours, due to possible DNA damage,

of lung nodules, or as follow-ups from previous

caused by exposure to ionizing radiation (1)its use

findings (3) For nodule follow-up the development

has increased rapidly. It is estimated that more than

and size will be assessed with sequential scans.

62 million CT scans per year are cur- rently obtained

According to the guidelines published by the

in the United States, including at least 4 million for

Fleischner Society, the largest diameter the nodule

children.1 By its nature, CT involves larger radiation

is measured on axial slices in order to evaluate the

doses than the more common, conven- tional x-ray

development with repeated scans (4). This monitoring

imaging procedures (Table 1. For this reason, limiting

will result in an accumulated dose over time, and to

the use of radiation in medical imaging, as well

a general increased risk of developing a radiation

as justification and optimization of image quality

induced cancer(1). An acknowledged dose reduction
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method, for a simple and predictable result, is altering

This study aims to investigate the influence of FBP

the tube current, although the consequence of this

and SAFIRE on the accuracy of lung nodule diameter

method is an increase of noise and image artefacts(5).

measurements at different dose levels.

Iterative reconstruction (IR) techniques have been

Methods

developed to reduce dose, whilst maintaining or

Image Acquisition

improving objective image quality, by reducing

Images were acquired using a clinically based and

noise and consequently improving Signal-to-Noise

calibrated high frequency Siemens Healthcare©,

Ratio (SNR) (6–9)independent readers measured

Somatom Definition AS 64 slice CT scanner and

image noise; two readers assessed image quality

Syngo software CT VA48A.

of normal anatomic lung structures on a five-point
scale. Radiation dose parameters were recorded.

The images were acquired using helical scanning

RESULTS: Image noise in datasets reconstructed with

parameters with CareDose. Slice thickness of 0.6mm,

FBP (57.4 \u00b1 15.9. Sinogram-Affirmed Iterative

pixel spacing of 0.69mm × 0.69mm and a pitch

Reconstruction (SAFIRE) is an advanced IR technique

factor of 1.2 was used. Six consecutive scans were

developed by Siemens© that uses both filtered back

performed with a fixed kVp of 120 and mAs levels

projection (FBP) and raw data-based iterations.

of 40, 30, 20 and 10. All other parameters were kept

Previous studies have shown promising results in the

constant. Each scan resulted in a total of 560 images.

dose-reduction potential of SAFIRE while maintaining
image quality, where image quality was assessed by

An anthropomorphic Lungman© phantom (No 1,

objective measures (i.e. SNR and CNR values) and

Kyoto Kagaku Co.) was scanned in supine position

visual criteria such as image noise (i.e. graininess),

(head first). According to the manufacturers website,

quality of contour delineation (i.e. sharpness) and

the Lungman© phantom consists of material

general impression (i.e. overall image quality)(2,10–13)

comparable to human tissue density. To simulate

the Definition Flash and the Definition Edge (all from

tumours of different sizes, spherical nodules

Siemens, Erlangen, Germany. A potential downside

were placed at different locations within the lung

of IR techniques is the requirement of high computing

parenchyma. The nodules all had a HU (Hounsfield

power which makes them time consuming, limiting its

Unit) of +100. The nodules selected for this study had

clinical application (14).

diameters of 5, 8 and 12 mm.
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Image reconstruction & dosage

of 1920x1200 pixels. A DICOM greyscale calibration

Images were reconstructed using a smoothing kernel

standard was undertaken before data collection

(B31f) for the FBP and SAFIRE strengths of 1, 3 and

commenced. Viewing conditions of low ambient

5 with a medium smooth kernel (I31f).Three slices

lighting remained constant for all participants.

containing either 5, 8 or 12 mm nodules, from each
scan parameter and reconstruction algorithm were

Population & data collection

selected. Each selected slice represented the nodule

Nodule diameter measurements were performed by

at its largest diameter, which was selected based on

12 participants, consisting of student radiographers,

visual analysis. Three image sets were duplicated

experienced radiographers and a medical physicist.

to assess intra-observer validity. In total there were

The observers were supervised, undertaking several

57 images included within a total of 19 image sets.

test measurements before actual data collection

All image sets were anonymised and presented in

commenced. Three measurements were taken for

random order.

each nodule, in vertical, horizontal and diagonal
planes (Figure 1). Nodule diameter was obtained

Image display and viewing conditions

using the line measurement tool within RadiAntDicom

Images were displayed on a diagnostic level monitor,

Viewer 1.9.16. This resulted in a total of 171

24,11” EizoRadiForce MX2424W, with a resolution

measurements being performed by each observer.

Image 1
image

Example of a training
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Objective measurements of Image Quality

Edge profile assessment was inspired by a method

Measurements of objective image quality were

described by Manning, 2004(15). Edges were

performed using ImageJ©. CNR was calculated by

identified by visual inspection, and subsequently a

using two identical regions of interest (ROIs), one in

line profile was drawn perpendicular to the nodule

the centre of the nodule and one in air surrounding

edge in ImageJ© as shown in Image 2. Edge

the phantom, to measure the attenuation values.

sharpness was assessed by calculating the angle of

ROIs differed for each nodule size and were selected

the profile edge slope, in Microsoft Excel©.

to fit easily within the boundaries of the nodule and
as close to 50% of the nodules actual size as the

First, a trend line was produced to assess the

software allowed (Image 1). Calculations of CNR were

steepness of the line profile. R²-values of the trend

performed in Microsoft Excel©, using the equation

lines varied from 0,93 to 0,98 indicating good
correlation. The slopes of the trend lines were then

where µx is the mean signal value in ROI x, and σx the

converted to angles (in degrees).

variance in ROI x, respectively.

Image 1 Defined ROIs
for objective image quality
calculation
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Image 2 Nodule line
placement with the resulting
line profile

Statistical analysis

where indicates the mean nodule diameter

Differences in mean nodule diameter measurement

measurement and AS indicates actual nodule size.

between reconstruction algorithms were analysed

Differences in AEP were analysed with a Mann-Witney

with a Mann-Whitney Wilcoxon test. Due to multiple

Wilcoxon test with a level of significance of 0.083.

testing, alpha was adjusted using a Bonferroni

Results

correction resulting in a level of significance of 0.0083.

With an increase of reconstruction algorithm
Observer performance was assessed by calculating

complexity the objective image quality, as defined by

the absolute error percentage (AEP) for mean nodule

CNR, and nodule edge sharpness, increases.

diameter measurements with the following formula:
Table 1 shows an improvement of CNR for increasing

AEP =

Table 1 CNR values vs.
reconstruction algorithms and
mAs (8mm nodule)

dose levels and reconstruction algorithm complexity.

DOSE (mAs)

FBP

SAFIRE 1

SAFIRE 3

SAFIRE 5

10

24,34

27,38

36,70

55,39

20

31,06

34,99

47,58

74,95

30

36,85

41,25

54,48

84,59

40

54,03

60,69

85,43

141,77
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Nodule edge sharpness improves with increasing

The AEP measurement accuracy also increases

reconstruction algorithm complexity. Furthermore,

as nodule diameter increases (Figure 2). For 12mm

edge sharpness differs for each nodule size with the

nodules, mean absolute error values are all below

largest nodule having the sharpest edge (Figure 1).

3.4%. Mean AEP values for 8mm nodules range from

For the 5mm nodule at both 30 and 40 mAs, and the

5.4% to 7%, 5mm nodules showing AEP values from

8mm nodule, at 10mAs; SAFIRE 5 produced the least

4.6% to 9.6% respectively.

sharp nodule edge and are an exception to this trend.
There is, however, no defined relationship between

For 8mm and 5mm nodules, accuracy is decreasing

dose and edge sharpness for the three nodule sizes.

with mean AEP of around 6.2% and 8%, respectively.
For 8mm and 12mm nodules, dose levels seem to

Absolute error percentage in observer diameter

have no effect on measurement accuracy (Figure 3).

measurement decreases with an increase of nodule

An effect of mAs on measurement accuracy is visible

edge sharpness. (Figure 2). However, it appears that

for small nodules only where mean AEP values are

the accuracy of nodule diameter measurements

6.32% at 40 mAs, increasing to 8.6% at 10 mAs.

improves as nodule size increases (Figure 3).

Differences in mean AEP between reconstruction
algorithms are greatest in the smallest nodule,
depending on mAs level. For mAs values between

Edge Angle (degrees)
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Figure 1 Edge sharpness
versus mAs and reconstruction
method
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Figure 2 Mean absolute error
percentage versus nodule edge
angle
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Figure 3 Absolute nodule
diameter error percentage
versus mAs and reconstruction
method
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30 mAs 12mm

10 and 30, standard deviation is between 0.23%

P-values ranged from 0.009 to 0.969. An overview of

and 0.47%. At 40 mAs there is a greater spread

p-values is given in Table 2.

in observer performance between reconstruction
algorithms, with a standard deviation of 0.9%.

P-values calculated with the Mann Whitney Wilcoxon
on observer measurement accuracy showed values

For medium and large nodules, observer performance

between 0,041 and 0,969, showing no significant

seems independent of reconstruction algorithm. For

difference between reconstruction algorithms.

5mm nodules, SAFIRE3 seems to have the most
effect on measurement accuracy, compared to the

This is illustrated in Figure 4, where absolute

other reconstruction methods.

error percentages show similar distribution for all
reconstruction methods, with a large spread in the

Results from the Mann Whitney Wilcoxon test on

data.

mean observer measurements showed no significant
difference between reconstruction algorithms.

Table 2 Results of the Mann
Whitney Wilcoxon analysis for
mean observer measurements

Dose level

FB vs. S1

FB vs. S3

FB vs. S5

S1 vs. S3

S1 vs. S5

S3 vs. S5

5 mm, 10 mAs

0,139

0,085

0,687

0,722

0,182

0,266

5 mm, 20 mAs

0,645

0,721

0,838

0,824

0,919

0,374

5 mm, 30 mAs

0,504

0,409

0,156

0,443

0,878

0,456

5 mm, 40 mAs

0,528

0,167

0,126

0,371

0,374

0,838

8 mm, 10 mAs

0,556

0,057

0,197

0,009

0,221

0,789

8 mm, 20 mAs

0,969

0,503

0,609

0,798

0,592

0,248

8 mm, 30 mAs

0,789

0,305

0,213

0,754

0,929

0,287

8 mm, 40 mAs

0,366

0,756

0,695

0,513

0,272

0,477

12 mm, 10 mAs

0,609

0,074

0,126

0,01

0,049

0,35

12 mm, 20 mAs

0,929

0,239

0,724

0,367

0,373

0,388

12 mm, 30 mAs

0,239

0,289

0,61

0,062

0,285

0,332

12 mm, 40 mAs

0,284

0,147

0,046

0,23

0,075

0,505
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Figure 4 Box-and-whiskers
of mean AEP values vs.
reconstruction algorithms for
the 8mm nodule scanned with
20 mAs

0

FBP

SAFIRE 1

SAFIRE 3

SAFIRE 5

Reconstruction method

Intra-observer reliability was good. Observer

CNR levels, sharpness of the nodule edges appeared

performance difference was not significant with a

to increase. Nodule measurements however did not

mean calculated p-value of 0,452.

differ statistically between reconstruction algorithms.
In addition, observer performance as indicated

Discussion

by AEP did not show any significant difference

Our study suggests that mAs, and therefore radiation

between reconstruction methods. This suggests

dose, can be lowered equivalently when using

that the accuracy of nodule measurements does not

FBP or SAFIRE, without compromising nodule

increase with an increase of CNR values. Objective

measurement accuracy in a phantom. Previous

image quality is not a valid predictor of observer

research suggests that SAFIRE is an excellent

measurement accuracy.

algorithm for minimising undesirable effects of
dose reduction by increasing SNR and CNR (8,10)

Table 1 indicates that when mAs increases CNR

the Definition Flash and the Definition Edge (all from

also increases;Figure 1 indicates that when mAs

Siemens, Erlangen, Germany. However, an increase of

increases nodule edge sharpness also increases.

image CNR appears not to affect a correct subjective

Mathematically speaking, the increase in CNR

perception of the nodule edge. With an increase of

and nodule edge angle suggests that the nodules
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should become visually clearer. However, there is

Other aspects to consider are the inherent human

no significant difference between nodule diameter

artefacts of respiratory and circulatory movements

measurements made by the observers across all

which are not factors in a phantom study. When

mAs values (Table 2). This can be explained because

eliminating these, the image might be presented in a

of the very high contrast and therefore high level

slightly better quality. With this being a common bias

of conspicuity of the lesions. This is confirmed in

when using a phantom, it raises a question regarding

Figure 3.

if this study could be considered for clinical research.

Limitations and Recommendations

Each nodule edge angle in this study is only

Nodule diameter measurement is susceptible to error

calculated once in one plane. For validity of

according to size. Real-life nodules are complex, their

measurements, multiple calculations on multiple

shape and distribution of attenuation will not be as

planes are recommended by Manning’s work (15).

well-defined as they are in a phantom. The nodules

This is a limitation that needs consideration when

in this study possess a sharp edge separating it

evaluating the accuracy of the edge sharpness. Still, a

from surrounding tissue. In clinical practice this

trend can be seen, and highlights findings presented

particular shape could represent a benign nodule,

in Figure 1.

or a metastasis(16). Also, nodule size in the acquired
slices might not be an accurate representation of

Conclusion

the actual nodule size due to the slice thickness and

The findings in this study suggest that accuracy of

voxel sizes, introducing an inherent error in observer

lung nodule diameter measurements do not increase

measurements.

with an increase of CNR values, but do suggest
that image dose levels can be reduced without

Although test-retest scores shows good intra-

compromising measurement accuracy, regardless of

observer reliability, the overall observer experience

reconstruction method.

was at novice level. However, since the diameter
measurements can be considered a low order task,
this might not pose such a limitation to the validity
of the results. However, a further study should be
undertaken using expert observers.
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Optimisation of chest Computed Tomography
using a phantom: impact of mAs and
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Abstract:
Objectives: To verify if the mAs and reconstruction techniques affect the
visualisation of relevant structures in lung Computed Tomography (CT) using a
phantom.
Methods: Images were acquired using various mAs and reconstruction
techniques. Image quality (IQ) was analysed applying two approaches: perceptual,
using 5 observers and objective (edge gradient calculation) to verify the sharpness
of the structures. Dose was recorded. Wilcoxon Signed Rank test was used to
compare the data from the perceptual image analysis. P-values were calculated
(Bonferroni-Correction method) to compare reconstruction techniques and mAs. A
Kappa Test with linear weighting was performed to calculate the level of agreement
between observers.
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Results: The Wilcoxon-Signed-Rank-Test showed no significant difference between
the reconstruction techniques tested (p<0.05). In addition, the test showed no
significant difference between any of the mAs values with a Bonferroni correction
(p = 0.0167). For 10 mAs the observers scored differently, depending on which
structures they were looking at. The overall IQ was acceptable and the nodules were
well defined. The agreement for visualising the range of anatomical regions (Kappa
test linear-weighting) suggests that observer 2 and 3 had a poor agreement level (00.366) and observer 1,4 and 5 had moderate agreement (0.5714-0.751).
Conclusion: The visual measures of IQ were largely unaffected by reconstruction
techniques or mAs values. However, further work is needed for a better
understanding of visual and clinical value of reconstruction techniques at lower
doses.
Keywords: Lungs CT, reconstruction techniques, mAs, Image Quality,
Optimisation.

Introduction

mSv (5). These examinations may be associated with

According to the Eurostat Database and the UK

an increase in the risk of developing cancer, with a

National Health Service, Computed Tomography (CT)

chance of approximately 1 in 2000 (6). In comparison,

is the radiological examination with the highest growth

conventional radiography has a lower effective dose,

showing an increase of 10.3% in the UK alone for 10

ranging from 0.001 to 8 mSv for the more extensive

consecutive years (1,2). The requests for CT scans

exams (5). The increase in number of CT scans

has increased over time due to the improvements in

performed with the associated increase in risk is

detection of many pathologies (3). For this reason

becoming a public health issue and for that reason it

CT is used in screening programs such as lung and

is important to reduce these risks by optimising the

colon cancer detection, where asymptomatic patients

examinations according to the principle of ‘As Low As

are examined and early detection can be made (4).

Reasonably Possible/Practicable’ (ALARP). Therefore,

This increase in use has made optimisation a major

it is necessary to reduce dose while maintaining

topic. CT scans are associated with high radiation

diagnostic image quality (IQ).

doses with an effective dose ranging from 2 to 16
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Manufacturers have implemented several techniques

techniques affect the visualisation of anatomical

using both hardware and software in order to reduce

details in lung CT exams using a phantom.

dose without compromising IQ (7)we investigated
whether images reconstructed using filtered back

Methods

projection (FBP. One of the most recent strategies is

Image Acquisition

the use of reconstruction techniques to improve the

A multipurpose chest phantom (N1 “LUNGMAN”;

quality of images acquired with lower radiation dose.

Kyoto Kagaku) was used to produce the images (11).

Filtered back projection (FBP) is frequently used for

The phantom was positioned supine, head-first into

modern CT systems. FBP assumes the data is exact,

the CT gantry and remained untouched during all

but the projection data is noisy. The filter amplifies

acquisitions.

the noise and enhances or diminishes details on the
image (8). This technique is considered an adequate

A Siemens Somatom Definition AS 128 slice CT

method for reconstruction; however low doses or

scanner was used to acquire the images (12). The

morbidly obese patients affect the performance of

scanner was located at University Medical Centre

FBP, as they can promote artefacts. An alternative

in Groningen (UMCG). The scanner was warmed up

to FBP is iterative reconstruction (IR). Although this

and calibrated. All equipment used was subjected to

technique is not new, CT technology did not have

the manufacturer specification for quality controls to

the computational power to run this software until

ensure accuracy of the results. Six sets of 560 images

recently. IR can reduce dose by using algebraic

were acquired (table1).

reconstruction and is expected to allow imaging with
For each acquisition the Dose Length Product

similar noise levels and IQ as FBP (9).

(DLP) was recorded. From the six sets provided,
There are several IR software solutions available and

IQ analysis was only carried out on the three lower

SAFIRE (Sinogram-Affirmed Iterative Reconstruction;

mAs values (10, 20, and 30 mAs). This was to verify

Siemens Medical Solutions) is one of the most recent.

if the observers could visualise various anatomical

SAFIRE is a hybrid technique that combines FBP

structures at a low mAs, which in turn meant a lower

and IR. Previous studies have shown that SAFIRE

dose to the patient.

is capable of a 65% dose reduction without losing
diagnostic information (10). The objectives of this
study were to verify if the mAs and the reconstruction
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Table 1 Exposure parameters
used for image acquisition and
reconstruction

Exposure Parameters

Values

mAs

10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 66

kVp

120

Pitch

1.2

Slice Thickness

0.6mm

Matrix

512 x 512

Reconstruction Techniques

FBP, SAFIRE level 1, 3, 5

Body Kernel(13)

B31f, I31f

Reconstruction Plans

Axial, Coronal

Criteria

Likert scale used for each parameter

Lung edge

1 - It is not visible

Borders of larger vessels

2 - I can see it partially

Calcification in right main

3 - I can see it

bronchi
Border of nodule

4 - It is clearly defined

Overall noise

1 - very poor: excessive noise or poor vessel wall definition
2 - poor: poor vessel wall definition and prominent image noise
3 - adequate: some image noise, vessel walls definition is minimal
4 - good: minimal image noise definition of vessel walls are visible
5 - very good: excellent definition of vessel walls, limited perceptual image noise

Overall image quality

1 - very poor: poor IQ due to artefacts, no definition between anatomical structures
2 - poor; prominent artefacts, minimal definition between anatomical structures
3 - adequate: minor artefacts present, definition between anatomical structures
4 - good: no perceptual artefacts present, clear definition between anatomical structures
5 - very good: no perceptual artefacts present, total definition between anatomical structures

Table 2

Criteria analysed by the observers and Likert scales provided
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Perceptual IQ Analysis

were provided to all the observers to check whether

The same axial and coronal slices were selected for

they have had their eyesight tested within the last

each data set and analysed according to anatomical

12 months, if their eyesight was compromised and

criteria provided by European guidelines (14), as well

whether they wore glasses or contact lenses to correct

as for noise and overall IQ (table 2). Both axial and

it. The observers were trained using a presentation to

coronal slices were randomised, anonymised and four

show which relevant structures they had to analyse

repeats were present in both axial and coronal data

(figure 1 and 2). The images were randomised and

sets to determine the intra-observer-reliability. Slice

the observers had to verbalise their answers. Three

selection was performed considering the anatomical

researchers were present at the time of scoring; one to

details presented in each image.

train the observer and select the images, a second to
manually enter the data from the observers and a third

A blind analysis of all images was undertaken by

to monitor the two researchers to minimise error.

5 qualified radiographers ranging in age of 31-58
years, with 5-32 years experience. Questionnaires

Noise

Nodule

Calcification

Lung Egge
Large
Vessels

Figure1 Example of a coronal
image scored by observers
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Noise

Lung Edge
Calcification
Large Vesse
Nodule

Figure 2 Example of anaxial
image scored by observers

For all images, the scores were totaled in order to

CT lung window at a window width of 1500 and a

obtain a global score for each image. For questions

window level of -400 similar to clinical practice(15).

1-4 the global score was given at max=16, whereas

The observers were not allowed to manipulate the

for questions 5-6 the global score for each image was

images and had to keep their distance from the

given at max=5. The scores were set in order to give

monitor constant to keep the same conditions for all

an overall representation of all answers and observers

observers. The room lights were turned off to prevent

combined. Since the scores did not differ significantly,

any light reflecting onto the monitors and there was

the overall scoring is considered valid for comparison.

no noise in the room to distract the observers.

Two monitors were used, one for the axial and one

Objective IQ Analysis

for the coronal views. Images were viewed using

To mathematically calculate how reconstruction

calibrated Diagnostic 24.1” EIZO monitors with 1920

techniques affect the edge definition of each

x 1200 pixels and the images were loaded using a

anatomical structure, measurements were made

DICOM Viewing Software. All images were set to the

using ImageJ software on the nodule, larger vessel
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and the lung edge (16). A line was drawn from a low

difference between the edge gradients was converted

contrast point across the border of the structure to a

into percentages. This procedure was replicated in all

high contrast point within the structure(figure 3). The

axial images.

middle of the line was placed on the visible outline of
the structure and remained the same in each image.

Statistical Data Analysis

To analyse the pixel value a plot profile was created

All the data was analysed using IBM SPSS Statistics

(figure 4). A trend line was added to the linear points in

Version 22 and Microsoft Excel. For the ordinal data a

the plot profile (figure 5) from which the edge gradient

non-parametric test, the Wilcoxon Signed Rank test,

was calculated using Microsoft Excel(16). The

was used to compare the data from the subjective

Figure 3 Line drawn from
low contrast to high contrast
in nodule

30-FBP

30-FBP

Figure 5 Graph showing the
trend line from the 30 mAs with
FBP nodule plot profile

0

0
-300.000

Gray value

Figure 4 Graph showing the
30 mAs with FBP plot profile of
the nodule

Gray value

300.000

-600.000
-900.000
-1.200.000

0

3

5

Distance (mm)
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8

10

-200.000
-400.000
-600.000
-800.000

Table 3 Levels of Kappa
values (18)

Kappa value

Description

0

Same as expected by chance

< 0.40

Poor

0.40 – 0.75

Moderate

> 0.75

Excellent

1

Perfect

image analysis. P-values for the reconstruction

structures was still possible when scored above 8 for

techniques and mAs values were corrected with the

some clinical applications.

Bonferroni Correction method. For the reconstruction
techniques a p-value of <.0083 was considered

The standard deviation shows that each

significant and for the mAs values a p-value of <.0167

reconstruction technique and mAs value causes

(17).

variation in visibility, but are all still within the
acceptance level. However, there was greater

In order to determine the intra-observer reliability, four

variation in the visualisation for the axial compared to

images were shown twice in a random order. A Kappa

the coronal images (figure 6 and 7).

Test with linear weighting was performed to calculate
the level of agreement, which in turn impacts the

The scores verify that some of the reconstruction

reliability of the observers (table 3).

techniques and mAs values compromise the partial
visibility of structures, mainly at 10 mAs. For axial

Results

images reconstructed with FBP, the scores do not

Visualisation of anatomical structures

meet the level of acceptance in the visualisation with

The anatomical structures were scored using a

10 mAs (figure 7).The results also demonstrate that

4-point Likert scale, with 3 being considered visible

the highest score was observed with 20 mAs and

and therefore a level of acceptance for clinical

Safire 5 reconstruction.

practice. The values of each question were added up
for all images, giving a maximum score of 16 and a

The Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test showed no significant

level of acceptance at 12 (blue line in figures 6 and 7).

difference between the reconstruction techniques

However, partial identification of the anatomical

except between FBP and SAFIRE 3 (p = 0.002).
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Visualisation of anatomical structures - coronal
images

Figure 6 Visualisation of
anatomical structures in
coronal images comparing
the mAs range (10-30) and 4
reconstruction techniques (FBP
and Safire 1, 3, 5)

Score of anatomical
structures

16
12
8

FBP
Saﬁre 1

4
0

Saﬁre 3
10 mAs

20 mAs

30 mAs

Saﬁre 5

Figure 7 Visualisation of
anatomical structures in axial
images comparing mAs range
(10-30) and 4 reconstruction
techniques (FBP and Safire
1, 3, 5)

Score of anatomical structures

Visualisation of Anatomical Structures - Axial Images
16
12
8

FBP
Saﬁre 1

4
0

Saﬁre 3
10 mAs

20 mAs

30 mAs

Saﬁre 5

In addition, the test showed no significant difference

Looking at the raw data, the image noise was scored

between any of the mAs values with a Bonferroni

adequate, good and very good at 93.3% or higher

correction (p = 0.0167).

for all mAs values per reconstruction technique. The
Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test showed no significant

Visualisation of image noise

difference between any of the reconstruction

FBP was compared with the SAFIRE levels used for

techniques except between FBP and SAFIRE 5 where

this study and comparisons were made between

there is a significant difference (FBP with SAFIRE 1,

these levels (figure 8). This suggests there is

3 and 5 respectively: p = 0.033; p = 0.018; p = 0.001;

a reduction in image noise as mAs increases.

SAFIRE 1, 3 and 5: p = 0.491; p = 0.124; p = 0.384).

Furthermore, it demonstrates that SAFIRE 5 has
less overall image noise compared to the other
reconstruction techniques for 10 and 20 mAs.
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Average Scores for Overall Image Noise

Figure 8 Bar chart
demonstrating combined axial
and coronal overall perceptual
image noise score for each
reconstruction technique at
varying mAs values

OVERALL NOISE
AVERAGE SCORE

5
3,8
2,5

FBP
Saﬁre 1

1,3
0

Saﬁre 3
10 mAs

20 mAs

30 mAs

Saﬁre 5

Figure 9 Bar chart
demonstrating axial and
coronal IQ score combined for
each reconstruction technique
at varying mAs values

OVERALL IQ AVERAGE
SCORE

Average Scores for Overall IQ
5
4,53
4,05

FBP
Saﬁre 1

3,58
3,1

Saﬁre 3
10 mAs

20 mAs

30 mAs

Saﬁre 5

Overall Image Quality

and 5 respectively: p = 0.405; p = 0.251; p = 0.083;

The overall IQ score is higher for 20 and 30 mAs

SAFIRE 1,3 and 5: p = 0.046; p = 0.926).

compared with 10 mAs (figure 9). It also suggests
that SAFIRE 3 produces images with higher quality

Objective Image Quality

than the other reconstruction techniques for 20 and

The edge gradient increases when the reconstruction

30 mAs. Just as with perceptual image noise, the

technique changes from FBP to SAFIRE 5 (figure 10).

observers scored the overall IQ at 93,3% or higher

The sharpness of the structure is higher when the

in the form of adequate, good and very good. The

edge gradient is closer to 90º(16). This suggests that

reconstruction techniques showed no significant

overall SAFIRE 5 at 20 mAs has a sharper outline in

difference between them as demonstrated by the

comparison to the other reconstruction techniques

Wilcoxon Signed Rank Test (FBP with SAFIRE 1, 3

and mAs levels.
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Edge Gradients
81,00

Angle in degrees

80,00

79,00

78,00

77,00

Figure 10 The calculated
edge gradient against every
reconstruction technique for
every mAs value

fbp

S1

S3

S5

fbp

Large vessel
20 mAs

30 mAs

S1

S3

S5

Nodule

fbp

S1

S3

S5

Lung edge

10 mAs

The graph also shows that the biggest difference in

Intra-observer reliability

edge gradients is between FBP and SAFIRE 5 for all

The Kappa test with linear weighting suggests that

mAs levels. The calculated differences between the

observer 2 and 3 had a poor agreement level. The

different reconstruction techniques are minor, with a

Kappa value for the coronal set of observer 2 could

maximum increase of 1.79% (table 4).

not be calculated. These observers were not excluded
from the study, because of their high level of clinical
experience as radiographers in CT departments. The
remaining observers scored moderate for the kappa
value (table 5). The kappa value of the observer 1,
4 and 5 is considered moderate.

Table 4 Difference in edge
gradients between FBP
and Safire 5 expressed in
percentages.

mAs

Comparison of Reconstruction Techniques

Large Vessel

Nodule

Lung edge

10

FBP - SAFIRE 5

1.79%

1.23%

1.47%

20

FBP - SAFIRE 5

1.26%

1.03%

1.13%

30

FBP - SAFIRE 5

1.20%

0.82%

0.85%
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Table 5 The kappa value
calculated for each observer

Axial

Coronal

Observer 1

0.6364

0.6924

Observer 2

0.366

N/A

Observer 3

0.1667

0.3333

Observer 4

0.5714

0.6471

Observer 5

0.7551

0.7097

Dose Length Product (DLP)

completely. This assumes that mAs should be

The DLP for the acquired images varied between

considered depending on what the clinical indication

29.3, 58.6 and 87.9 mGycmfor 10, 20 and 30 mAs

is for the CT examination and also pathology protocol.

respectively (table 6).

Furthermore, when FBP was compared with SAFIRE,
the visualisation of anatomical structures was also

Discussion

less defined when using FBP at 10 mAs in axial

On the whole, FBP and SAFIRE 1, 3 and 5 with all

images (figure 7). This is supported by the calculated

mAs combinations demonstrated no significant

edge gradients (figure 10) and by other authors (9,21)

differences in overall perceptual IQ (figure 6 and 7).

due to the noise increase when using FBP.

For 10 mAs the observers scored different, depending
on which structures they were looking at. The

This phantom based study gives an indication of

overall IQ was acceptable and the nodules were well

potential detection of relevant structures in the clinical

defined (appendix 1). These findings are supported

context for all reconstruction techniques at reduced

by other studies (19,20)bronchial polyp, solid nodule,

mAs and dose. European guidelines recommend

ground glass nodule, emphysema and tree-in-bud.

doses for CT lung below 650 mGycm. This research

However, the observers could not see the calcification

shows that a dose reduction of 95.5% is possible at

Table 6 The recorded dose
for each mAs value

mAs

DLP (mGycm)

% of dose reduction against European Guidelines (650 mGycm)

10

29.3

95.5%

20

58.6

91.1%

30

87.9

86.5%
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10 mAs (table 6). When considering the overall IQ

This study showed that visualisation of anatomical

score, a dose reduction of 91.1% can be achieved at

structures was possible even at a low mAs value of

20mAs whilst still maintaining anatomical structure

20, and that partial visibility was made at 10 mAs.

clarity. At 20 mAs, with an effective dose of 29.3

Therefore future research needs to consider values

mGycm, screening for the early detection of cancer

between 10 and 20mAs. Future research should

would be less harmful and spare the patient from

include a bigger variety in clinical indications, patient

unnecessary ionising radiation. When comparing the

size and exposure parameters (pitch, slice thickness

findings from this study with the European guidelines

and kVp).

it is clear that it would be reasonable, as well as

Conclusion

practicable, to lower the recommended dosage.

The visual measures of IQ were largely unaffected by
There were several limitations in this study, one of

reconstruction techniques or mAs values. However,

which was that this research was conducted on

further work is needed for a better understanding

a phantom. When using a phantom the motion,

of visual and the clinical value of reconstruction

breathing and heartbeat artefacts are not simulated.

techniques at lower doses.

Also the simulated lesions are well defined and
detection can be more obvious when compared to
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Appendix 1
Calcif

Nodule

q1_axial

q2_axial

q3_axial

q4_axial

mAs

Score

Frequency

10

Not visible

0

0

0

0

See partially

2

3

8

1

Visible

14

16

10

16

Clearly defined

4

1

2

3

Not visible

0

0

0

0

See partially

0

4

1

0

Visible

8

12

13

8

Clearly defined

12

4

6

12

Not visible

0

0

0

0

See partially

0

7

1

0

Visible

10

6

16

6

Clearly defined

10

7

3

14

20

30

Table 5 The kappa value
calculated for each observer

Lung edgeVessel
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Abstract
Purpose: To evaluate if physical measures of noise predict image quality at high
and low noise levels.
Method: Twenty-four images were acquired on a DR system using a Pehamed
DIGRAD phantom at three kVp settings (60, 70 and 81) across a range of mAs values.
The image acquisition setup consisted of 14 cm of PMMA slabs with the phantom
placed in the middle at 120 cm SID. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and Contrast-tonoise ratio (CNR) were calculated for each of the images using ImageJ software
and 14 observers performed image scoring. Images were scored according to the
observer`s evaluation of objects visualized within the phantom.
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Results: The R2 values of the non-linear relationship between objective visibility
score and CNR (60kVp R2 = 0.902; 70Kvp R2 = 0.913; 80kVp R2 = 0.757) demonstrate
a better fit for all 3 kVp settings than the linear R2 values. As CNR increases for all
kVp settings the Object Visibility also increases. The largest increase for SNR at low
exposure values (up to 2 mGy) is observed at 60kVp, when compared with 70 or
81kVp.CNR response to exposure is similar. Pearson r was calculated to assess the
correlation between Score, OV, SNR and CNR. None of the correlations reached a
level of statistical significance (p>0.01).
Conclusion: For object visibility and SNR, tube potential variations may play a role in
object visibility. Higher energy X-ray beam settings give lower SNR but higher object
visibility. Object visibility and CNR at all three tube potentials are similar, resulting in
a strong positive relationship between CNR and object visibility score. At low doses
the impact of radiographic noise does not have a strong influence on object visibility
scores because in noisy images objects could still be identified.

Introduction

Quantum noise has an impact on physical and quality

Medical radiation exposure is increasing worldwide.

measures of X-ray image. This type of noise is a

From 1993 to 2008 the annual effective dose per

variation in the image signal due to the random Poisson

capita more than doubled from 3.0mSv to 6.2mSv

distribution of photons(4). This means that quantum

respectively

radiological

noise is inversely proportional to the exposure dose(3)

examinations(1). Low radiation exposure can cause

for

diagnostic

medical

and can be measured by using the standard deviation

stochastic effects which occur by chance and are

of the signal variations in a radiograph(5). Quantum

primarily related to cancer and genetic mutations(2). It

noise influences contrast, resolution and consequently,

is important to minimise unnecessary patient exposure

the representation of an object in the image (e.g. an

and to ensure radiation doses delivered are as low as

anatomical body part). For visual perception however,

reasonably achievable (ALARA) whilst maintaining an

the observer may still be able to the see the image

image quality suitable for diagnostic purposes(3).

detail despite the noise presented in the radiographic
image.
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Visual evaluation and measures of radiographic

as Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and Contrast-to-Noise

noise can appear to be different from the physical

Ratio (CNR) and to compare with visual perception

measures(3). For dose reduction, it is important to

measures. In addition, dose reduction was investigated

know if the physical measures and visual image quality

and the impact it has on physical measures of image

relate. If there is no noticeable effect on the visual image

quality without compromising image quality.

quality with a low dose but there is a mathematical
impact, then the overall dose may be reduced without

The operational hypothesis for this pilot study was that

compromising the diagnosticimage quality.

physical measures of image quality do not inversely
correlate with measures of image quality at high noise

In a clinical setting, the observer evaluates the image

levels for radiological decisions that are not noise

quality and determines whether it is suitable for

limited (such as those cited in refs 3 & 6)

diagnosis. According to some literature(3,6) low dose
and low image quality can be used for a certain type

Methods

of examinations: for example to determine the shape

Study design

and size of the heart, measuring the angles of thoracic

An experimental pilot study was undertaken to

scoliosis, locating the presence of metallic foreign body

determine whether physical measures such as SNR

in oesophagus, internal fixation of clavicle fracture,

and CNR can predict visual measures of image quality.

monitoring metal implantation for osteosynthesis,

Visual measures are represented by the image scoring

pacemaker implantation and metal valve replacement,

of a test set of images with 14 observers using a

and to some extent for reviewing pneumonia and

mixture of subjective and objective questions.

tuberculosis, and follow-up atelectasis. A research
question arises from this background literature – ‘what

Twenty-four digital radiographic images were acquired

impact does radiographic noise have on physical

in Martini Hospital, Groningen (NL). SNR and CNR

measures and observermeasures of 2D x-ray image

were calculated in ImageJ software (National Institute

quality’?

of Health, Bethesda, MD). The image-scoring test was
runon a clinical quality controlled monitor.

This pilot study aims to establish whether physical
measures of noise predict image quality at high
and low noise levels. The specific objectives are to
measure image noise using physical indicators such
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Materials, equipment and image acquisition

The set up for image acquisition consisted of adding

All the images were acquired using standard Digital

14cm of PMMA and placing the phantom in the middle

Radiography

of the PMMA slabs (figure 1). The source to image

(DR)

equipment

(Phillips,

Digital

Diagnostic NZR 83).

detector distance (SID) was 120 cm and all images
were acquired using the same CsI+TFT detector

A Pehamed DIGRAD phantom was used as the imaged

(43cm × 43cm; 3.5lp/mm, 143 µm pixel size) and an

object for both physical measurements (SNR and CNR)

anti-scatter grid with 36 lines/cm.The X-ray beam was

and image quality evaluation. This phantom consists of

collimated 32 cm × 33 cm.

a 7 copper step wedge, 6 low contrast circles (15 mm
diameter) for low contrast resolution and resolution line

The 24 digital X-ray images were obtained with kVp

pattern angled at 45° to determine spatial resolution up

values (60, 70 and 81) and a range of mAs in each kVp

to 5 LP/mm.

setting. The corresponding exposure (mGy) delivered

Figure 1 The setup for the
X-ray equipment, phantom and
the PMMA build up
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60 kVp
mAs

Exposure

70 kVp
mAs

(mGy)

Table 1 Overview of the
kVp, mAssettings and
correspondent exposure (mGy)
delivered to the detector

Exposure

81 kVp
mAs

(mGy)

Exposure
(mGy)

159.9

5.0

124.9

6.9

124.8

9.3

99.9

3.2

79.9

4.4

79.9

5.9

62.9

2.0

49.9

2.8

49.8

3.7

31.4

1.3

31.4

1.7

31.3

2.3

19.9

0.8

24.9

1.4

19.8

1.5

12.4

0.5

15.9

0.9

12.3

0.9

7.9

0.3

12.4

0.7

6.1

0.5

6.2

0.2

6.2

0.3

2.9

0.2

Observers and image scoring

to the detector was measured using a calibrated
Xi Prestige Platinum dosimeter. As expected

Fourteen observers (10 female; 4 male) volunteered

the dose delivered to the detector decreased as the

for the image-scoring test (mean age = 32; range,

mAs decreased at each kVp setting (table 1).

20 – 57). All participants had normal or corrected-to-

Unfors

TM

normal vision (9 corrected, 5 uncorrected) and were
Physical measures

asked whether or not they had been to an optician in

The acquired images were first analysed by measuring

the last 12 months (11 had been to the optician, 3 had

the mean and the standard deviation (sd) pixel values

not). Observers were final year radiography students

of twofixed regions of interest (ROI’s) to calculate SNR

with clinical experience and qualified radiographers

usingImageJ (figure 2 and equation 1a).CNR was also

all of whom were participating in a European Dose

calculated usingtwo ROIs (Figure 3and equation1b).

Optimisation Summer School.

Similar studies have been done with these analytic
tools (7,8).The equations 1a and 1bfor calculating SNR
and CNR are based on work by Bourne (4).
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Figure 2 SNR region of
interest
Figure 3 CNR region of
interest

Figure 2 The homogenous area (1) of the phantom was used for the mean intensity and the air filled
square (2) was used for the standard deviation of the background.
Figure 3 The area inside (1) the low contrast circle provided the mean intensity aand the homogenous
background (2) provided the mean intensity b and the standard deviation b.

Equation 1a) µa is the mean intensity of the area of interest,σbis the
standard deviation of the air filled area of the phantom. One standard
deviation for ‘correction factor’ has been added. Equation 1b) µa is
the mean intensity of one low contrast circle, µb is the mean intensity
of the homogenous background and µbis the standard deviation of
the homogenous background.

= 0.66x = µ

(eq.1a)

= |µ - µ |

(eq.1a)

Prior to the image scoring the observers were given full

evaluation concerning the objects visualized within the

instructions and subjected to a short training session,

phantom. The observers were asked six questions, of

which included examples of noise levels and images of

which two were ‘counting objects’ – Objective Visibility

objects to be evaluated. The observers were provided

(OV) scores - and the other 4 pertained the perception

with definitions for each image quality criterion. The

of image quality (table 2).

images were displayed in a semi-randomized order and
evaluated by using an absolute scale (1 Low – 6 High). All
of the images were scored according to the observer’s
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Question to observer

Possible answers

How sharp are the edges of the third square

On a scale from 1 – 6 (Low – High)

from the right?
How many Line Pairs per millimeter do you

1: (0.8-0.9) lp/mm

see?

2: (1.0-1.2) lp/mm
3: (1.4-1.6) lp/mm
4: (1.8-2.5) lp/mm
5: (2.8-3.7) lp/mm

How is the resolution of Line Pairs per

On a scale from 1 – 6 (Low – High)

millimetre?
Table 2 Complete
questionnaire for image quality
scoring.
For the second question the
observers counted complete
groups of Line Pairs (lp/mm).

How many circles do you see?

0 – 8 circles visible

How great is the contrast between the third

On a scale from 1 – 6 (Low – High)

circle from the top and the background?
Rate the quality of the image (globally)?

On a scale from 1 – 6 (Low – High)

The image analysis and the scoring of the images

After the initial exploration of the relationship between

were undertaken on an EIZO Radiforce MX242W 2.3

SNR/CNR and exposure, correlation (Pearson r) analysis

Megapixel 24.1“LCD.

was done to explore the relationship between the
physical and image qualitymeasures (individual scores

Statistical analysis

for perception of image noise) for exposure doses ≤2

SPSS software (IBM Corp., 2011) was used to obtain

mGy (SNR – OV, CNR – OV, SNR – Score, CNR – Score).

descriptive

and

linear

regression

statistics.The

assumptions for linear regression were not fulfilled
so curve fitting was utilized to explore the trend (SNR
– OV, CNR – OV) at the different kVp levels. R2 was
calculated with a linear and non-linear equation.
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Results

The difference between the linear and quadratic R2

SNR

values for 60kVp is +0.106, 70kVp is +0.053 and 81kvp

Figure 4and 5show the relationship between OV score

is +0.001. This shows that at higher SNR values, the

and SNR.

non-linear relationship with visual detection appears to
be most fitting curve for the SNR values.

Figure 4 demonstrates that at 60 kVp curve fitting
for the SNR and objective visibility score has a linear

CNR

R value of 0.772, however the quadratic R value is

Figure 6 and 7 show the relationship between objective

0.878 (Fig 5). Both Figure 4 and 5 purposefully force

visibility score and CNR.

2

2

the curve through the origin as zero (0) represents the
absence of any visible object. At 70 kVp curve fitting

In the non-linear graph (Fig.6) the R2 values (60kVp R2 =

for the SNR and objective visibility score has a linear R2

0.902; 70Kvp R2 = 0.913; 80kVp R2 = 0.757) demonstrate

value of 0.848, the quadratic R2 value is 0.901. Finally,

a better fit for all 3 kVp settings than the linear R2 values

for the 81 kVp setting curve fitting for the SNR and

(Fig.7).

objective visibility score has a linear R value of 0.890,
2

the quadratic R2 value is 0.891.

As CNR increases for all kVp settings the Object
Visibility also increases. However, there seems to be a
point of saturation (CNR=2.8) for 81kVp.

Figure 4 SNR and Objective
Visibility Score (linear)
Figure 5 SNR and Objective
Visibility Score (non-linear)
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Figure 6 CNR and Objective
Visibility Score
(linear)
Figure 7 CNR and Objective
Visibility Score
(non-linear)

Figure 8 SNR and exposure
(mGy)
Figure 9 CNR and exposure
(mGy)

Exposure

with 70 or 81kVp (Fig. 8). At 81kVp the SNR is relatively

It is shown in figures 8 and 9 that as the exposure

stable from 2mGy up to 9.3mGy (Fig. 8), showing no

increases the SNR and CNR increase, as expected.

benefit when increasing the dose to the detector.

SNR measures the potential information content of

For all 3 kVp settings, CNR response to exposure is

the image data related to the detector exposure. The

similar, with CNR variation is 1.87-2.11, for low exposures

largest increase for SNR at lower exposure values

ranging between 1.5 - 2mGy (Fig.9). Although the

(up to 2 mGy) is observed at 60kVp when compared

CNR increases with dose, the contrast provided by
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the detector is very similar in terms of CNR among

Correlation analysis for low dose exposure

the three kVp settings. This may indicate thehuman

(<2mGy)

visual perception of an object in the radiograph could

Table 3 presents the descriptive statistics at low dose

not depend only on the CNR but on other factors (e.g.

exposure (<2mGy): minimum and maximum values,

the size and shape of a structure). At low exposure

mean and standard deviation for all 4 variables.

(<2mGy) the detector is providing a CNR at the three
kVp settings where the observers can see the objects.

Analysis for Pearson r was calculated to assess the

A correlation analysis between object visibility (OV),

relationship between Score, SNR and CNR (table 4).

the image quality score given by the observers, SNR

For 60 kVp the correlation between Score, SNR and

and CNR is given below.

CNR suggest a nonlinear relationship (r = .009, r =
.069). At the 70 kVp level the correlation between the 3
variables suggest a strong linear relationship (r = .782
r = .718). However, the p-values for the 70 kVp level did
not reach the set level of significance (p>0.01). At the 81
kVp level the Score and SNR have a strong relationship

kVp

60

70
Table 3 Descriptive

statistics with Object
Visibility, image qualityscore,
SNR and CNR at low dose
exposure (<2mGy)

81

Measure

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

sd

OV

0

20

10.17

5.015

Image quality score

1

5

2.61

1.059

SNR

41.69

72.33

55.38

11.41

CNR

0.69

1.86

1.17

0.49

OV

4

24

13.47

4.442

Image quality score

1

6

3.25

0.881

SNR

30.67

41.23

35.71

4.3

CNR

1.09

2.10

1.71

0.41

OV

4

24

14.82

4.099

Image quality score

1

6

3.83

0.974

SNR

21.84

29.32

25.39

3.47

CNR

1.19

1.95

1.62

0.33
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Table 4 Correlation for

60 kVp

image quality score, SNR

Image quality score

exposure (<2mGy)

81 kVp

SNR

CNR

SNR

CNR

SNR

CNR

Pearson r

.009

.069

.782

.718

.720

.503

p-value

.987

.896

.118

.172

.280

.497

and CNR. Pearson r and
p-value reportedat low dose

70 kVp

Table 5 Correlation for

60 kVp

Object Visibility, SNR

Object Visibility

exposure (<2mGy)

81 kVp

SNR

CNR

SNR

CNR

SNR

CNR

Pearson r

.559

.538

.372

.179

-.046

.151

p-value

.249

.271

.538

.774

.954

.849

and CNR. Pearson r and
p-value reportedat low dose

70 kVp

(r = .720), but score and CNR have moderate correlation

Discussion

(r = .503). The p-values for the 81 kVp level did not reach

In this study an attempt was made to produce test

the set level of significance (p>0.01).

object images under different exposure conditions and
measure SNR and CNR of those images and compare

Analysis for Pearson r was calculated to assess the

the results with observer scores from the same test

relationship between OV, SNR and CNR (table 5). For

object images. SNR and CNR were measured from all

60 kVp the correlation between OV, SNR and CNR

the 24 images and special attention was given to low

shows a moderate relationship (r = .559, r = .538).

dose exposure images (<2mGy).

At the 70 kVp level the correlation between the 3
variables suggest a weak linear relationship between

A common way to quantify the level of noise in an

the variables (r = .372,r = .179). At the 81 kVp level

image is to estimate the SNR(4). At low SNR values

the Score and SNR suggest a nonlinear relationship

an increase in SNR will not affect detection as much

(r = .720), but score and CNR show a weak correlation

as at higher SNR values. The results from our study

(r = .503).

suggest a non-linear relationship exists between SNR
and Objective Visibility Score. It is possible that at low
SNR values, SNR may not accurately predict visual
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image quality, because visibility depends on contrast

As expected, increasing exposure increases both SNR

(the difference between signals) (4).

and CNR (Fig. 8 and 9) in a broad range of exposures
up to approximately 10mGy. However, analysing the

In this study, as the CNR value increases the object

data at low exposures up to 2mGy special attention

visibility also increases for all 3 kVp settings. However,

should be given to evaluate objective visibility and

figure 6 shows that object visibility does not differ

image quality score.

between all three tube potentials. The non-linear
relationship for 81 kVp between object visibility and

For low dose exposures (≤ 2 mGy) there is a decrease in

CNR reaches a point of saturation; this may indicate

SNR from 60 kVp (55.38) to 81 kVp (25.39), confirming

that beyond a certain point an increase in CNR does not

the findings from other authors (11), and giving a

improve object visibility further. Contrast constancy,

normal response from the detector to the absorbed

is found when observers adjust the physical contrast

dose: at lower kVp and the same dose, SNR is higher,

of different frequency ratings in order to achieve

although it could not affect image visibility as the

the perception of an equal apparent contrast(9).

ability to see objects in an image depends on contrast.

Threshold sensitivity is assumed to be a function of

The mean values for image quality score and Object

the signal to noise ratio, whereas perceived contrast

visibility increase from 60 kVp to 81 kVp (table 3). This

is assumed to be a function of the signal alone and to

implies that the observers are able to see more objects

be independent of the noise (10). In observer studies,

and evaluate the image quality on higher kVp levels.

the fall-off in threshold sensitivity to spatial contrast at

Even though the exposure doses at 70 and 81 kVp

high frequencies has been attributed both to optical

are comparable with 60 kVp. This might be because a

and neural factors of contrast attenuation.

higher tube potential results in higher energy photons
that are more able to penetrate the phantom and reach

It appears that at 81 kVp the CNR continues to increase

the detector than lower energetic photons.

with no further increase in objective visibility score (Fig.
7), so it may be true that its unnecessary to increase the

The correlation for all three kVp settings at low dose

contrast in an image to see a the object more clearly.

exposure (table 5 and 6) varied between nonlinear

Radiologic assessment of spine scoliosis in paediatric

to strong linear relationship. However none of the

patients is an example of a procedure which does not

correlations reached the set level of statistical

require high contrast to be clinically valid (3). However,

significance (p>0.01). Because the values were not

further work is required to explore this finding.

significant, these findings should be interpreted with
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caution. However, practical implication could be

a non-statistical significant relationship. The score for

important on the choice of the tube potential regarding

low dose images at 60 kVp do not correlate with SNR

the anatomical region of a radiological study, suggesting

and CNR. One explanation could be related to the

that at low exposure levels, objects are detected by the

lower tube potential at 60 kVp, which results in a lower

observers with no significant differences.

energetic X-ray beam reaching the digital detector and
thus producing noisy images.

The

correlations

and

the

descriptive

statistics

suggest that object visibility and subjective evaluation

For the objective visibility score against SNR (Fig. 4

measures may not be related to SNR and CNR at low

and 5) and CNR (Fig. 6 and 7) it was also found that

dose levels. Although the higher correlation values at

the R2 value for the fitted curve which was forced

70 kVp between Score, SNR and CNR (r = .782 r = .718)

through the origin. This was decided as when the SNR

cannot be ignored.

is 0 the objective visibility score cannot theoretically
be different than zero. However, it would be better to

The results for 60 kVp (Score – SNR, Score - CNR)

have more data of the lower SNR and CNR values for

presented in table 5 show a non-linear correlation

a more reliable extrapolation. A larger amount of data

between physical and visual image quality measures.

would open more possibilities in terms of statistical

This might be explained by a low agreement among

tests. This pilot study utilized analyses which should

the observers when evaluating low dose noisy images.

be considered exploratory.

Tube potential setting for 60 kVp produces a low
energy X-ray beam when compared with 70 and 80

A questionnaire was used to collect information about

kVp. This would cause different pixel intensity values

the eyesight of the observers but further research

at the DR detector providing lower intensity values thus

might involve an eyesight test performed before the

more noisy images.

start of the data collection to increase the reliability/
validity of the research.

For object visibility the observers might not be affected
by variation in image noise level. This means that

The observers were able to score 24 images in this

the observers are still able to differentiate between

research. By conducting further research more

objects and the noisy image background. However

data can be collected by increasing the number of

when observers score the image quality at 70 and 81

observers and the number of images displayed. As

kVp, SNR and CNR have strong correlation although
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well as using observers with for example more than 5
years of experience in image interpretation.
The relationship between physical measures and
visual image quality at low exposure levels may be
determined. To get more reliable correlations between
SNR, CNR and objective visibility scores, more images
should be analysed for each kVp setting, with the
possibility of using other kVp settings in addition.

Conclusion
For object visibility and SNR, tube potential variations
may play a role in object visibility. Higher energetic
X-ray beam settings give lower SNR but higher object
visibility. Object visibility and CNR at all three tube
potentials are similar, resulting in a strong positive
relationship between CNR and object visibility score.
At low doses the impact of radiographic noise does
not have a strong influence on object visibility scores
because in noisy images objects could still be visible
and suitable for image interpretation.
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